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HOLLAND,

VOL. XI.-NO.K.

®hf

iitjj IJewis.

EENGS.

M

V

full

*

glarltets.

to

Produce, Etc.

@
Butter, V lb .................
©
Clover seed. $
.................
©
Eggs. V doxen ............. ......
©
Honey. V
......................
©
Hay, V ton ...... .............. 00 ©
Onions. ^ bushels ................
©
Potatoes. # bushel ................
©
Timothy Seed, $ bushel ..........
©
Apples.

bushel

............... $

Beans, y

bushel

............

14

13
10 00
1 00

tb

ROGERS.

H.

Vf EYElt, IL A CO.. Dealers In all kinds of Furill niture, Curtalus, Wall Paper. Toys, Coffins,

Editor and PuNlihtr.

Picture Frames. etc. : River street.

Term* of Snbaoription:

Per Year

in

1

Qisiral Sialin.

Advance.

M

JOB PB1NTIHG ProDUtly

T/-AN PUTTEN G,, General Deulera. In Dry

V

Hsteli.

red Red.
“

............
bushel.

Lancaster

.

.

Buckwheat, V bushel............

/MTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pro- Bran, 100 ...................
\J prietors.The only first-classHotel In the Feed, V ton .....................
lbs

One square of ten lines, (nonpareil.)75 cents for citv. Is located In the business center of the town,
first Insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent anu hns one of the lurgtstand best sample rooms
naertion for any period under three mouthe.
in the State. Free bus iu connection with the Hotel. Holland,
10-Iy
| 3 M. | 6 N. 1 1 T.
1 Square ............... 8 50
5 0) 1 8 00 niKENIX HOTEL. E. P. Montieth proprietor.
................. 5 00
8 00 | 10 00
Locatednear the Chi. A W. Mich. R. R. de............... 8 00 10 00 j 17 00 pot, has good facilities for the travelingpublic,and
Column ............... 10 01 17 00 1 25 01 its table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommo................ 17 (K) 25 (VI 140 00 dation ot guests. On Ninth str , Holland, Mich.

Mich.

”
“

L

................

00

25

40 00

f.5 00

|

Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
Hnes, $2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitoutcharge for subscribets.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

iO

on.

Holland,

Mich.

'8-ly

Livery i&d Sale itlt«.

_

Roails.

Taking Effect, Sunday Jan.

cull the aitention of ladies to the

advertisement in litis paper of “Dr. Mariu

MUONE

UTKAU, Wm. New Meat Market,near corner

I >

iry

it. This remedy differs from quack

WHOLE

Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of sausages coastautly ou hand.

tan,

Connell.

NO.

526.

The Committee on Ways and Means reported.
To the Honorable Mayor and
City qf Holland:

Common

Your Committee on Wars

and-

3d. Il is recommendedand used
in practice by many physicians, one of
whom at least is well known to the people

New

ol

Bedford.

--

-

—

TT'UITE, J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and
vegetables;Meal Market on 8th street.

Cow.cil qf the

respectfullyreport to your Honorable Body, In regard to the Water Works question: that we find
upon consultation with the Citv Attorney, that
according to Section 20, Title XXI, of the City
Charter, that the city hns no authority to ral*e,
either by vote or otherwise, more than 2 per cent
of the assessed valuation of all real and personal
property, which at the presen) time would only
amount to about $5,380, a sum entirely Inadequate
to provide any reliable system of water works, and
that until an amendment to the chatter can be
secured, authorising the people to vote a sufficient
amount to provide a system of wnter works, that
the Council Is powerlessto act In the premises,
and we would recommend that no farther action
be taken at present In regard to the matter, and
that yt»or committee be relieved from further Investigation In this direction.
All of which is respectfullysubmitted,

What

47— ly.

The Com. on Poor reported presenting the semimonthly report of the Directorof the Poor and
said committee,recommending $52.20 for the support of the poor, for the 8 weeks ending April
5, 1882. and having renderedtemporaryaid to the
amount of $8.00.—Approved and warrants ordered
issued on the City Treasurer for the amounts.
The Committee on Poor to whom was referred

Oh,

a Cough!

V

_

TT

Whether or not we regard

as a distinct-

ively chemical process,it is conceded
that the value of all sole leather is primarily

dependent upon the permanence of the

combination of tannin with tbe gelatin of

no other tanning agents

the hide. With

yet discovered can so positive and fixed a

union be effectedas

is

possible

with

tbe

tanning solutions obtained from oak and

hemlock bark. These materials are

as

yet cheap and abundant heie, and will be
so for at least a generation or two to come,

from the suppliesafforded by our virgin

Europe similar tanning
be had only in limited sup-

forests,while in
agent are to

steady trade in the export of hemlock sole

leather. We did not do much in

this line

many years after we commenced tanning with hemlock bark, principally befor

cause of foreign prejudice Against the red
color of the leather made with

it,

English

tanners claiming that it was not tanned,

Now, however,

but only colored raw bide.

they .appreciate its excellent qualities,its
capabilities for resisting water and withstanding wear by attrition, in the soles of

[Signed] WM. BUTKAU,

17ANDKRHAAR,

1

in the sole leather manufacture.

ply, at four to five limes tbe cost. This
Means would explains why we have now a large and

the report of the Director of the Poor, in regard to
house rent of Mina Mulder, reported that they had
Will
you
heed
the
warning.
The
signal
perhaps
UM Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
investigated tbe same, and recommended thst the
From Holland
of
the
sure
approach
of
that
more
terrible
disease
From Chicago
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
sum of $5.00 for house rent, be paid to Alvin U.
Consumption.
Ask
yourselves
if you can afford
to Chicago.
to lioiiand.
and twine; 8th street.
Charter.- Approved and a warrant orderedIssued
for the sake of saving 50 centa. to run the risk and
Ni’t.MIxMix Nt’i
on the City Treasurer for the amount.
Mail.
Mail.
TOWNS.
do
nothing
for it. He know from experience
Kxp. ed.
ed. Exp.
Ka&ufactsriev,Hilh, Chopi, Etc.
The Board of Assessors reported a special
that Shiloh's Cure will cure jour cough. It never
fails. This explains why more than a million assessment roll, for sidewalk repairs.— Filed,
p. m. a. m. n. tn.
n.
m.
p. ni. a. tn.
IIKaLD.R. K., Manufacturer of andDealerin bottleswere sold the past year. It relievesCroup, numbered, and ordered published In the Holland
M020
11 50 ...Holland ..... 3 25 8 0J 5 15
Agricultural Implements; commissionagent and Whooping Cough, at once. Mothers do not be Citt News for iwo weeks, and the Board of
for Mowinflt Machines’ cor. 10th A River street.
without it. For Lame Back. Side or Chast, use Assessorsmeet with the Common Council to
H) 40 10 10 12 08 East Saupituck 3 05 7 35 5 00
Shiloh's Porous Plaster.Sold by D. R. Meengs. review said roll on thn fifth day of April, 1882.
IJAUELS,
PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
The following named persons were appointedas
10 5»'l0 40 12 20 ....Richmond. .. 2 55 7 20 4 45
of Ptugger AHUt; (Steam Saw and Flour
clerks of election,for the annual city election to
Dyspepsia and Liver ComplaintMills.) near foot of 8th street.
be held on the first Monday In April, 1882. to wit:
12 00 12 15 1 55 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 5 45 3 55
Is It not worth the small price of 75 cents to
YI7TLMS, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and free yourself of every symptom of these distress- First Ward, G. Wakker; Second Ward. F. A. P.
12 25 12 50 1 10 ..... Bangor. ... 2 00 5 15 3 35
Iron aud Wood combination Pumps. Cor- ing complaints, if you think so. call at our store Troxel; Third Ward, H. Elferdlnk; Fourth Ward,
Geo. H. Hlpp.
Hah and Rivet streuts.
and get a bottle of h Hob's Vitalixer,every bolt le
1 50 ' 3 10 2 30 .Benton Harbor.12 50 3 15 ?.10
Connell adjourned to Monday 7:80 p. m.. March
has a printed guarantee on it. use accordingly and
Notary Publics.
if It does you no good It will cost you nothing. 20, 1882.
2 45 ...St. Joseph...12 40 8 05 2 00
GEO. H. 8IPP. City Clerk.
Sold by D. R. Meengs.
A. P., Justice of the Peace aud
Notary
Public.
Conveyancing
done
at
short
3 50 ..New Buffalo..11 40 1 0J 11 55
We have a speedy and positive cure for Catarrh,
notice. Office at his residenceNew Holland,
Diphtheria, Canker mouth and Head Ache, In
Mu. Lyman Seeds, of Dunkirk, N. Y.,
9-ly
7 30!
5 50 ....Chicago ..... 9 00
9 10
SHILOH’S
REMEDY. A nasal InDial
p. in.
a. m. a. m. p. m.
iectorfree with each bottle. Use it if you desire says: “I want every liody to
Pbyiiciani.
health and sweet breath. Price 50 cts. Sold by D
Brown’s
Iron
Bitters has cured me of a
On Saturday night the Night express north runs
R. Meengs.
I) EST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be
earlier,leavingChicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
complication of disorders that affected
found in his office, on River street,next door
Holland2:20 Sunday morning.
to D. R. Meengs.drug store, on Tuesdays,Thursgeneral health to such an extent that
Do not neglect a Cough or Cold until it
days, and Saturdays, and the balance of the week
RAPIDS BRANCH.
I
was
unable to do any
priu
he will treat the Eye aud Ear at No. 132 Monroe is loo lute, try Eilert’s Extract of Tar and
tt-ly
From Holland
From Grd Rapids st., Grand Rapids,
cipal
troubles
were
poor
digestion,
painWild Cherry, we are sure you will be conGrand
to Holland.
IT- REMERS, H., Physician and Surgeon. RealEm. a. m. p. m.
vinced of its merits, Chronic Coughs, and ful urination,and weak lungs, 1 have
a.
m. p. m.
dence on Ninth street, near the cor. of Mar5 20 *8 15 3 25 ...Holland ..... 11 45 •9 10 tioio
been restored to perfect health.”
ket street. Office one door west of Van llaa lie’s even Consumptives ure cured by following
5 85 8 40 3 35 ...Zeeland ..... 11 35 8 40 9 55 hoot aud shoe store. Office hours from 8 a. m. to the directions,every bottle Is warranted
12 m., aud from 6 p. m. to 8 p.
5(1- y

VAN

a great deal of labor in finishing,

boots and shoes, ns quite equal to those of
P. WINTER,
the best English sole leather, and greatly
J. KUITE.
It is preparedby a regular physician; 2d.
Committee on Wayt and Meant. superiorto the leathor of their “mixed”
It is not recommended for all diseases,
Dated, Holland, March l&th, 1882.
tannages, or the generally poor sole leather
but only for a particular class, peculiar to —Accepted and recommendation adopted.

lY

II

and

conditions which are practically reversed

Holland, Mich., March 15. 1881.
The Common Connellmet In regular Mttion
and wax called to order by the Mayor.
Aldermen prevent: Ter Yree, Beach, Hutkau.
Kramer. Winter, Landaal, Kulto and the Clerk.
Minutesof the lart two meetings were read and
approved.
Aid. Bculcem* appeared during the reading of
the minutes and took his rest.
PETITIONSAND ACCOUNTS.
A. M. Ranter*, 8ec‘y, petitioned that the member* of the lGr*t Reformed Church be granted the
use of the room* of Fire Engine, Columbia No. 2,
for their bu*ine*s meetlngs.-Granted.
The following bill* were pre*onted for payment:
G. J. Te Vsirwerk,paid 4 poor order* ........ $6 00
—Allowed and warrant*ordered isvncd on the
Treasurer for the amount.
REPORTS OP STANDING OONNITTKEB.

nostrums in the following respects: 1st.

females;

ij

15, 1882.

Catholicon.” We have

our posession indify)Utahleevidence of its
H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
JL> and barn on Market street. Everythingfirst- worth, and wc recommend the afflicted to

Kelt Harken.

Chicago !c West Michigan Railway.

We

chlsi’s Ulerine

Hold.

$itU

Additional £ocal.

Fish sirs., convenient to noth depots. Terms,
$1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always

Au X before the Subscriber’s name will donote class.
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX signifles that no paper will be continuedafter date.
IIAVERKATK,G. J., Livery and Boarding
11 stable. Fine rige and good horses can alTtrrQ DA DtfD tnay be found on tile at Geo. ways
be relied on. Ou Fish street, near Scott's
r/irimp. Rowell A Co’s News33-tf
paper AdvertisingBureau GO Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be made for It in NEW VTIBBELINK, J. H„ Livery and Sale Stable;
YORK.
lx Ninth street, near Market.

inio

£ 100 lb ...................
Bariev. V 100 lb ................
Middling. ^ 100 lb .............
Flour. V brl ...............
Pearl Barley. fMOO lb ...............
Hve $ bush ....................
Corn Meal ^ 100 lbs ..............
Fine Corn Meal V HO lbs .........

r HOTEL.

be relied

(VI

“

Wm. J. Scott, proprietor.
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and

COT

S’

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.

2 50

© 1 10
© 1 18
© 1 21
© BO
45© 50
© 80
© 1
© 26 00
© 1 40
© 1 75
© 1 40
© 6 25
© 1 75
© 80
© 1 35
© 1 00

Wheat, white V bushel ...........
Corn, shelled bushel .......
Oats. V bushel ......................

Neatly EiecDtel.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

9<>

drain, Feed, Etc

Goods, Groceries. Crockery, ilatsandCaps,
Fbur, Provision*. etc.; River st.

HT

1 00
2 25
28
4 50

75
2 00ft

ft1

rurniture.

X1 ’•
“

Common

.\k‘di-

iucss.

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.

WILLIAM

®ur

clnef Piilnts,Oils, etc.; Propri<*t<»refDr.
W. Van Dkn BBno'a Family Medicines;Eighth St.

HEBER. DruggistA Pharmacist; n
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN. 117V ALSUstock
of goods appertaining
the bus*

2
3

1882.

[orrictAL.1

D. R., Drug Store. Fine D'rugP,M«*dlcluei«. Fancy Good^. Toilet ArtlclepandPerr.ini^rln*.River Ktreet.

\/AN PUTTfiN, Wm., Dealer in Drug*.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

%2.00

18,

$

WEEKLY~NEWSPAPER.

A

SATURDAY, MARCH

MICIL,

majle

on

the continent of

Europe. The

English boot and shoe manufacturersare #

now, in consequence,as steady customers
for our

hemlock sole leather as are

all the

large maufaclurersof standard grades of

work

in our

own

country. This red sole

leather goes into the bottoms of nearly all

make for export
of the world, so that it is
one product of American

the boots and shoes they
to all quarters

probable this

industry finds in

tills

way

a

wider market

than anything else we make in every quarter of the globe.”

The

relief

given to catarrh of

the

bladder and n general weakness of those

pans by the soothing effectsof Brown’s
Iron Bitters,

is

simply wonderful.

CTEGENGA,

O

Michigan.

CATARRH

know

1J

my

to

GRAND

Mich.

Rapids.

m

1Y

5 57 9 20 3 52 ..Hudsonville...11 15 7 40 9 25
6 15 10 00 4 05 ....Grandvllle...! 1 00 7 10 9 05
6 35 10 30 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 45
a.

m.

a.

m.

m.

p.

fi

35 8 45

a. in. a. in. p. tn.

Ou Sunday morning
Holland2

:30

Holland

to
_

6 00

U

1

Accouchcr.
Office at Dr. Schouteu's drug store. Eighth

O

40 ly.

street.

ANTING, A.

G., Physician and Surgeon ;
office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan couuty,
Mich. Office hours from 1U to 12 .
2t>-ly.
VI

x.

Pk}t3p*ph»r.

TIGGINS, B.

T

From Muskegon
to Holland

Muskegon.
a. in. p. m a. m.
15 30 3 25

_

m.

^C'HOUTEN,F. J., Physician and

the Night Express leaves
and arrivesIn Grand Rapids 4 :10 a. m.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
From

work. My

Xi.

the leading Photographer.Gal-

P.

lery opposite this office.

3 25 10 45 t9 40

12 15 ...West Olive... 3 05 10 05

1>

D

REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
dealer In Fancy Goods ; Corner of Market

and Eighth Street.

^flcietieu.

.Johnsvillo....*.... 9 45

...

Ferry sburg... 2 30 9 00 8 35

to

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

_

Allegan.

a. tn.

From Allegan to

p. tn.

•10 45

Holland.
a.

8 25

m. p.

tn.

•5

45

11 45

11 15

8 49

11 20

11 85

4 00

11 07

00

4 15

10 58

12 45

4 40

10 30

p.

Cakes stand

a worm medicine.

a trial. Bold

by

Give

all Druggists. 40-lf

to

man aud

many

oilier ills in-

beast. Sold by

Druggists.
horses

and

cattle

are

all

40-lf

spiritless,

with Uncle Sam’s Condition

m. p.m.

a.

Powder.

It

purifiesthe blood, improves the appetite,

week

of each

Vlsltlngbrothers
arecordiallyinvlted.
R. A. Scuoutkn, N. G.
M. Haurinoton,R. 6.

all

Druggists.

Go

to Pessink for

40-tf

and Smoking Tobaccos, Snuff,

F. Is A. M.
RauuLABCommunicatlon of Unity Lodoe, schaum and

city.

Wk

wish to

call

your

attention to the

we think

will he of interest to

our

readers

community.

“In 1870 our

Mr.

R

Van Rampen hat got

all the

TTOWARD.M. D.,

XX

Claim Agent, Attorney and buildings at short notice. He is also pre-

-

R

y

joiner’s

9>ly

work.

18-ly.

kidneys, your bittershave

been

signally

Liniment takes marked with success. I have used them
T>ARK8, W. H. Attorney and Councelorat Law,
corner of River and Eighth streets.
the soreness out of a spavin, ringbone, myself with best results, for torpidity of
Coa&iiilnXirokant,
splint or ourb, and arrest their growth. the liver; and in the case of a friend of

The Army and Navy

1

TFEAOHW. n. Commission Merchant, and
13 dealer In Grain. Floor and Produce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
atoracor.Eighth A Flshstreets, Holland, Mich. 17
Dregs

ui

Cures colic, scratches and other deseases. mine suffering from dropsy, (he effect
Particulars call at

H.

WALSH,

Druggist.

When

KstlotiM.

was

marvelous.” Price $1.00.

~

you feci a cough or bronchial

Fink Jelliesby the weight and also our affection creeping on tbe lungs, take
pkOKSBURG,J. O., Dealerln Drngsand Medl- own made Mince Meat, always on hand, at Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, and cure it before
1/ clnes. Faints and Oils, Brashes.Ac. PhyCITY BAKERY. it becomes incurable.
clan'a prascriptlonscarefnlly
pntnp: Eighth at.

4-8w.

Church of the Alamo, at 8nn Antonio,
March 0, 1830. Zuhcr says he got the
accouni from a Mexican fifer known in
Texas as Polln, who was with the Mexiat the

Alamo. Polin

time of the capture of Hie

says that after the Mexican

soldiershod taken the
walls,

fort,'

scaled the

and put ihe garrison to the bayonet

the Mexican

nn actual increase in the quantity of goods

ordered the citizens of San Autonlo to

a

privileged character, entered

dictator. Santa

Anna

shipped, and the market lor American sole pick out tbe corps of Col. Travis, the
leather in England,in the north of Europe,
and on the Mediterranean, is

now as

well

demand for our grain
and provisions.Germany, in answer to

established as is the

Texan commander, which he ran his
sword through. After Santa Anna had
retired from the fortress, two Mexican
officers, with a

number

of soldiers,

entered

the urgent appeals of her tanners, placed and proceeded to pile up Ihe bodies of the

heavy duties on out sole leather in 1878. dead Texans, in order
The tanners there said they would

many

all be

places, finally com-

(he search

for

celebrated

to

burn them. In

/Corpses they discovered the

Texan

patriot, Col.

James

Bowie, in a secluded apartment of the

pelling the Reichstag to impose the duties; fortress,lying sick upon stretchers. One
but a good deal of our leather still goes of the officers looked at the sick officer
there nevertheless,and our trade with the
rest

of the continent lias increased more

Gibbs, of Buffalo,

favorably spoken of, I was induced to
pared to build new dwellings, or repair
watch their effecti, and find that in
IffOBRlDE, A CARROLL, Attorneys at Law,
ill Leppig’* Block, Grand Rauids, Michigan. old ones, or do any kind of carpenter and chronic diseases of tbe blood, liver and
Bnslness in Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Conntles

to.

garrison in the celebratedfortress of the

cause prices are lower, but there has been

to their trade here in finished calf

N. Y., writes:
“Hearing your Burdock Blood Bitters

first

account of the massacre of the Texan

with Santa Anna, and immediatelybehind

aklns.

Notary Public ; River street.

will be promptly attended

full

fifer and

Noting the Effecti.

necessary tools to move, raite or lower

Grimes county, professing to give the

value has fallen off a little since then, be

Ohio, in ordering a quantity of Thomas’ France the duty has always been practiEclectric Oil, write that they never sold cally prohibitive, tmt in both France and
t Runs dally,all other trains daily except Sun- Liniment. If
day. All trains ran by Chicago time.
Rheumatism or Neuralgia, Diptheria or anything that gave such universalsatis- Germany they would he glad to allow our
Croup, call on H. Walsh, and get a hot* faction in curing coughs, colds, bronchitis, sole leather to enter free of duty if we
would but put on the same basis In regard
tie. It is a sure cure. Bee advertisement. rheumatism, neuralgia, etc.
-----

short

P. Zuber, of

the sum of $9,348,500.Their aggregate

limn enough to make up for the small deMessrs. Sargent Bros., druggist, Della, crease in the German shipments. In

-

W.

or sword, Santa Anna, accompaniedby

Army and Navy
you are troubled with

Attorssya.

lime ago, written by

special

a

total exports of leather

advertisementof the

* Mixed trains.

a

members of his staff, entered the fort and
were but $111,077; in 1870 they reached viewed the Texan* slain. Polio, being a

Meer- conventionsin

all kinds of Pipes and Fittings,
No. 191.F. A A. M.. will be held at MasonlcHall as well as fine Cigars, the largest variety
Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, April
and assortment in the
4~3w.
4 55 26,at7)’clock, sharp.
H. C. Matrau.W.M.
4 15 D.L. Boro.tfsc’v.
Wide Awake Delta.

m. p.m.

glean from a late issue of the Scientific American,the following facts which

your choice Chewing ruined if this were not done, and held

5 10

3 80

We

in tills

Uncle Sam’s Nerve and Bone Liniment
is most efficient in Rheumatism, Bruises,

I. 0. of 0- F.
cures Colds and Distempers, Invigorates
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndepondentOrder
the System and keep the Animal in a
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall, Holland, Mich. , on Tuesday Evening Healthy, Handsome Condition. Sold by

A

1

them

Worm

scraggy and feeble they need treatment
..

7 20 4 50 1 20 ... Muskegon... 2 06 8 15 8 00
'm. p. m. p. m.
p. m. a. m. p. m.

From Holland

unrivaled as

When

0 35 4 15 12 40 ..Grand Haven.. 2 40 9 10 8 40
0 50 4 5M 12 50

Oar Leather Industry.

Sensational Articles appear in

edition of the Houston Daily Pott

can army
Dr. Juques’ German

cident

12 20
12 25

salisfaction. 40-tf

Burn?, Scratches and

Watoku aid Jewelry.

p. tn. a. in. p. in.

45 ....Holland. ...

to give

Ool. Bowie.

and kid

if he knew him. The
he thought he did, and that it
was the infamous Bowie. The officers
then berated Bowie for fighting against
the Mexican government, alter having
a respectableMexican iidy. ife denounced them for fighting under a tyrant
like Santa Anna. They ordered him to
shut his mouth, and Bowie said, “Never,
for your sort.” “Then,” said tbe senior
officer, “we will relieve you of your
tongue.” They then bad soldiers take

and asked the other
latter said

own produccompare favora- knives and split open his mouth, cut off
bly with those imported, much of the his tongue, and throw hi* body, still
finest stock used is made in France and writhing, upon a pile of corpses. The
Germany, our receiptsthereof, for the latter waa saturatedwith campbene, and
past ten years, having averaged about while Col. Bowie’a body, still bleeding but
$5,000,000 a year, while for the ten monthi speechless,lay alive upon the fnneral
to the first of lost November they were heap, a match was stuck into tbe combusti$5,874,505.Such goods reqfiire nice ble fluid and a tall pillar of flame imme< i
selectionsand careful assorting in tbe raw aleiy shot up, and one of tbe American offistock, more thorough working by hand, cers, pale and trembling, said to bia comand more particularattention in many panions: “That fire takes Bowie's soul
minor details than have been found coaid up to God.”
This Is the first account of the last mobe done with profit here not withstanding
the duty. They require but little bark to ments of Col. Bowie ever published.
In these goods, though car

tion! lor actual wear will

t

loifatii
HOMiAND

CITI.

m

$

MICHIGAN.

sentence is generaUy criticisedand

eondemned,

says a Washington dispatch, and is not likely
to add to the appreciationin which military
tribunal! are held. A clearer ease of insanity
was made on behalf of Mason than is customary in most civil trials. Beside, there were a

great many extenuating circumitanceswhich
seemed to render it unnecessarythat the verdict should be eo severe.

POLITICAL*

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW.

Conkling’sletter

from tbe Late President Can mom a
Sensation.
Washington,March
Some

10.

time daring the last politicalcanvassa

paragraph was publishedin which

it

was said

Gen. Garfield had, daring the war, preJohnson was selected. In a card to the Chicago
ferred chargesof a serious character against Times, Mayor Harrisonrecallsthe conversation
his old commander,Gen. Rosecrans. Charles at an evening spent with Gen. Garfield, in 1864,
A. Dana made the original charge. This in which the lattergrew enthusiastic in claimthat

A

Mil was passed per’tf
the Mississippi nearr
Wabasha, Minn. The Army bill appropriating
vention of 1864. PresidentLincoln had been $29,293,380, was referred to the committee of
renominated,and Gen. Garfield,a delegate from the whole. Mr. Dunn introduceda bill to enOhio, telegraphed Gen. Rosecrans that tbe able women to enter public lands. The AntiTice Presidencywas going begging,asking if
polygamy bill was taken np and fought over
he would accept Gen. Rosecrans sent an for hours without a vote being reached.
affirmative answer, which is said to have been
suppressed by Secretary Stanton,and Andrew
ADDITIONAL NEWS*
Williams objected.

milling the bridging of

It is stated in a responsiblequarter
by
TUB BAST.
private note to tbe President, and will not be
ing Gen. Rosecransas the ablest General in the Gen. Garfield teaching Gen. Rosecrans, rebrooght oat a note from Gen. Garfield to RosuTheodors Walton, of New York, is given out to the public. ,
Union armies.
cently made publio, was given out by Mr.
crans, in which he diitinctly said that he had
The Washington Post, Stilson Hutchins’pa- Jacob W. Schuckers.Mr. Schuckers now lives
James M. Comly, who waa appointed
said to hare won 1400,000 in the recent pede»per,
prints
a
savage
attack
upon
the
late
Presinever been untrue to his commanderin word
in New York city. At the time Mr. Chase
Minister Resident to the Hawaiian islands by
tri&n contest in that dty.
.Darid Navarro
dent Chauncey L Filley,of 8L Louis, who was was Secretary of the Treasury he lived
or
thought,
"Dana
or
any
other
liar
President
Hayes
in
1877,
has
been
recalled.
It
a
delegate
to
tbe
convention
that
nominated
who was 21 vears of age and weighed 700
in Ohio and was appointedfrom that
pounds, died in the Pittsburgh pest house of is repotted that before Garfield’s death he had te* the contrary."Mr. Dana, to sastam Garfield, is said to bo the wi iter. He charac- State by SecretaryChase to a $1,600 clerkship.
small-pox,
promised Comly’s place to PresidentHinsdale, his original statement, has printed a terizes the deceased as "a treacherous, a Subsequently he became Mr. Chase's private
confidential letter from Gen. Garfield addressed
Philadelphiapapers record the death of Hiram College. PresidentArthur, it is said, to Salmon P. Chase, during the war. Gen. cowardly,a hypocriticalman, selfish to the ex- secretary.It is also said he has other letters,
treme, a professionaloffice seeker and pro- bearing on the removal of Gen. Rosecrans,
hak promised to respect the wishes of his preof Dr. Joseph Panooast,the eminent physician,
Rosecrans declinesat present to say anything fessionalpolitician." The publication of tho
decessor in filling this place.
written by ex-President Garfield, which will be
abont the matter. He u taking steps to ascer- article created considerable feeling at the made public at an early day.
and professor ef anatomy in Jefferson Medical
GENERAL.
tain whether or not the letter is genuine. The
national capital.
College.... Hazael, the winner of the recent
A dozen masked men rode into LinkDr. Boynton has written to Dr. Bax- letter is printed in full below. It is marked
walking-match in Now York, was paid 19,380
"Confidential,”
and dated "Headquarters Deville, Oregon, where H. C. Laws, charged with
FORTT-SEYENTH
CONGRESS.
for gate money and $9,000 for sweepstakes. ter, Medical Purveyor of the United States
partment of the Cumberland,Nashville, July
murder, was in the custody of Deputy Sheriff
Pedestnanismpays ____ Twenty-one sea lions,
Army, that Dr. Blisa was never placed m charge 27,1863:"
Mr. Sherman reported a bill to the Senate,
ctapured on the Pacific coast, have been placed
J. F. Lewis and Justice Wright,awaiting examof PresidentGarfield’s case by any member of
on the 7th inst, for the redemption or conin CentralPark, New York.
ination. The officers refused to surrender the $
My Dear Governor : I have for a long time
tbe family, and that ho continued to act withCornwall, an aged' clerk of the out authority. On the back of this letteris an wanted to write to you, not only to acknowledge version of outstanding $10 refunding certifi- prisoner, and fired on the lynchers. The latter \
your last kind letter, bnt also to say some things cates. Mr. McDiU presented a memorial from returnedthe fire, killing the Deputy Sheriff
Fourth National Bank of New York, in charge
ndorsement of its contents by Mrs. Garfield.
The document is being circulated among Sen- confidentiallyon the movementsin thin depart- the Iowa Legislature asking for $7,000,000 for aud wounding Justice Wright. They then left
of the call loan department, has bew* discov.The death of two cenment ; bnt 1 have refrained hitherto, lest I do the improvement of the Missouri river. Mr. without taking Laws.
ered to be “ short* in his accounts about f 100,- ators and members of Congress to defeat tbe
tenarians, both Irish women, is announoed—
injustice to a good man, and aay to yon things Beck made a favorablereport on the bill to
payment
of the amount awarded to Blias.
000.
pnnish the unlawful certificationof bank Mrs. Winnifred Howard Lady, of Chicago, aged
which were better left unsaid. We have now,
In the Taos Pueblo district of New however, reached a point upon which I feel it checks, and Mr. Dawes banded back the act to 108, and Mrs. Mary McElroy, near Greeusburg,
Gen. W. H. Weight, who died the
ratify the agreement of the Crow Indians and Ind., aged 106. Tne latter perished in the
Mexico,a party of fifty-nine Indianskilled one
proper, and also due to that kind opinionwhich
death of a drunkard in Philadelphia,was once
Deputy Sheriff and mortally wounded another. I believe you have had of me, to acquaint you tbe Northern Pacific road. A joint resolution flames of tho burning house ef her grandChief of the Engineering Corps of the Army of
was passed to anthorizothe Secretary of War daughter.
The fight grew out of some arrests for drunk- with the condition of affairehere.
the Potomac, and commanded the pioneerson
I can not conceal from yon the fact that I
to use hospital tents for the sufferers by overenness.
In order to dispel certain rumors inQen. Sherman’s anarch to the sea. Ho built
have been greatly tnod and dissatisfiedwith the flow. When the Chinese bill came up, the
The annual meeting of the Union Pa- slow progress that we have made in this depart- Pacific coast Senators called attentionto the jurious to his credit on the bull side, Jay
the bridges at Leavenworth and Atchison,and
went to the Isthmus of Panama with Count de cific railroad was held in New Y ork. The total ment since the battle of Stone River. I will say recent chain of meetings in oppositionto the Gould took a few prominent operators to hii
Loaaeps.
in the ontset that it would be in the highest deCelestials.Messrs. Dawes and Edmunds retal- office, opened tbe vaults and showed them seearnings for the year were $24,258,817(an indste Justiceship

is

declining the Abbo-

The disenssionof this matter prompts a
GARFIELD OXROSECRANS.
[ former General in the Union army to step forThe Publication of aa Old Lector ward with an incidentof the BaltimoreCon-

said to have been merely a

that the letter written to ex-8ecretaryChase

*

.

.

.

.

THE WEST.

The

Minnesota dairymen held their

roease of nearly $2,000,000 over the previous
year’s receipts),and thsnet earnings were 111, 778,474. Sidney Dillon was elected President.

gree nnjost to say that the 162 days which
elapsedbetween t*e battle of Stone River and
the next advance of this army wore spent In
idleness or trifling. During that period was
performed the enormous and highly important
labor which made the Army of the Cumberland

iated by eiving their views on the issue. In tho
House a bill was passed for a Local Board of
Inspectorsof Hulls and Boilersat Gallipolis,
Ohio. An appropriation of $20,000was made
to erect a statue to Chief Justice John Marshall.
In committee of the whole on tho state of the
Union, the Tariff-Commissionbill was tabled by
77 to 30. A bill from the Senate, authorizing
the Secretary of War to use hospital tents for
the relief of sufferers from the overflow of the
klississippiwas passed.

.

curitiesof the par value of $60,000,<100or more,
all registered in his name. The largest bundle

was $23,000,000in Western Union telegraph.
Ho also offered to exhibit $30,000,000m railcreditable gatheringin every point of view.
.
road bonds, bat the gentlemen expressed
themselves satisfied to take his word .....
The Supreme Court of the State of Ohio has
what it is, in many ' respects by far
Mrs. Sarah E. Howe, the Presidentef the sodecided that the attempted consolidation of
the best the country has ever known.
called Woman's Bank in Boston— a heartless
the Cleveland, Colnmbns, Cincinnati and
Bat for many weeks prior to our late movefraud and swindle— has been sentenced to imIndianapobs and the Cincinnati, Hamilment I could not bnt feel that there was not
prisonment in the House of Correction for
ton and Dayton railroads was illegal, passengers.
that live and earnest determinationto fling
three years.... The Duncanuon rolling-mill at
the leading reason assigned being that the
A delegation of the health officers o
the great weight of this army into the scale ana
roads were practically parallel and competing
Mr. Garland introduced a bill In tho Senate, New Bloomfield,Pa., has been burned. The
make its power felt in crushing the shell of the
variouscities west of the Allegheniesand of
loss is $75,000, and 300 men are thrown out of
lines, the consolidation of wnich is prohibited
Rebellion. I have no words to tell you with on the 8th inst, for the constructionor ropair employment.
the Northwest have been in Washington, seekby the statutes of Ohio. Thu decision is fiual,
how restive and miKatistiod a spirit I waited of levees on the Mississippi, and Mr. Jackson
there being no appeal to the United States Suing to seenre the co-operation
of Congress in
Four towns in Costa Rica have been
and pleaded for striking a sturdy blow. I could
reported an appropriationof $25,000 to conpreme Court, and strikesa heavy blow at Mr.
preventingthe importationof small-pox into
not justly say we were in any proper condition
destroyed
by an earthquake,and several thoustinue the improvements of the harbor of MemVanderbilt’sscheme for getting possession of this country. They propose either to vaccinate
to advance till the early days of May. At that
phis. The motion to refer to the Finance and lives were lost. The destruction of propanother great trunk line.
each immigrant upon embarkation,or else to
time the stringsbegan to draw sharply upon
G immittee the bill for a liquor commission was erty was great and thousands were ronaere*
A dispatch from Albuquerque,New quarantine every immigrantvessel fourteen the rebels, bom on tne Mississippiand in the lost and the measure was laid aside. The Chi- homeless.
days before allowing it to laud passengers.
East.
They
began
to
fear
for
the
safety of
Mexico, says that "at Las Lunas, Charles
nese bill came np. Mr. Ingalls’ amendment to
Guiteau is more taciturn and is only
The Sonora railway, projectedthree Vicksburg,and before the middle of May they limit to ten years the suspensionof immigraShelton, John Redmond and Harry French
began quietly to draw away forces to aid* Peminterested
in the sale of his photographs,etcyears ago to run from Guaymas, on the Gulf
tion was defeated by a tie vote. Mr. Platt
were taken from jail and hanged to the nearest
berton. 1 plead for an advance, but not till
made
a
lengthy
argument
against
the
measI
He
is
actively
engaged in correcting tho proof*
of California, to a connection with the Amere
trees by masked men. Sheltonmurdered ForeJuno began did Gen. Rosecrans begin seriously
man Woodruff last fall Redmond killedJames ican lines, has been purchased by the Athison, to meditate an immediate movement. The ure, and Messrs. Edmonds and Hoar had j for the new edition of "Truth.”
McDermottlast January at Gallup, ou the At- Topeka and Santa Fe Company. It will be army had grown anxious with the exception an interesting war of words. Mr. Saunders
Malsieux, a prominent member of
submitted a Joint resolution for a conlantic and Pacific railway. French, alias Simpof its leading Generals, who seemed blind stitutionalamendment allowing the peo- the Paris commune, was impelledto suicide by
completed this year, at a cost of $3,600,000,
son, was one of a band of desperadoeswho and will give via Santa Fo a thorough route to the advantages of the hour. In the first
ple to elect Marshals, District Attorneys, destitution.A leading journalist of Rome also
killed Deputy Sheriff Jonea at Crane’s. The
week of the month a council of war was called,
1 rum the Missouri to the waters of the Pacific
mob also took two negroes from jail, beat them coast ____ The steamer Sidney burst her steam- and, out of eighteen Generals whose opinion Postmasters, and internal-revenueofficers. made way with himself.
In the House Mr. Reed reported amendments
unmercifully,and tamed them loose.”
pi|»c when near Ravenswood,W. Va. Two
waa asked, seventeen were opposed to an adProbably the best play of American
to the rules, which were laid over. Mr. Harris
vance.
I
was
the
only
one
who
urged
‘ Two Indian murderers, named Mar- person 4 were killed and fit teen wounded.
reporteda bill for the constructionof naval life ever written is " My Partner." The author
the General the imperative necessity
Secretary Kirkwood has ordered upon
A bill authorizing the purchase of is Bartley Campbell, a poor young man who
cus aud Jeff, were hanged at Lakeport, CaL,
of striking a blow at once, while Bragg vessels.
the Freedmen’s Bank building at Washington had scarcely been heard of until this drama
Agent Armstrong to send 100 Indian children was weaker and wo stronger than ever before.
on a doable scaffold. .... Fire at Decatur,Tex.,
for $250,000 waa passed, as was also an appro- had been put upon the etage, when he jumped,
from the Crow Agency in Montana to cerUin I wrote a careful review of the opinions priation of $7,500 to aid the Society of the
destroyed uiue business bouses on the east side
alfiiost at one bound, into both fame and fortof
the
Generals,
and
exhibited
the
fact,
gathered
farmers in Ohio, to be developed in mind and
of the public square. Loss reported to be
Army of the Cumberlandto erect a statue to une. It is a deeply-interesting
play, and thorfrom ample data, that we could throw 65,000
$180,000,but this is probably a mistake. In- muscle.
Gen. Garfield.
oughly American. "My Partner" is being
bayonets and sabera against Bragg’s 41,000,
surance light.
FOREIGN.
A resolutionby Mr. Sawyer was adopted by produced at Haverly’sTheater,in Chicago,to
allowing the most liberal estimates of his force.
This paper was drawn up ou the 8th of June. the Senate, on the 9th inst, instructingthe large audiences, with Louis Aldrich in the
A huge meteorite fell with a great
A bill excluding atheists from Parleading role.
After its presentation, and a full canvassingof
shock at a point fifty miles south of Fort Asiament is pending in the British Honse of the situation, an advance was agreed Secretary of War to report tho cost of consinaboine, Montana, causing much cousterna
upon, bnt it was delayed, through days structing tho Sturgeon Bay canal in Wisconsin,
Misinformed.
Commons.
. At a consistory soon to be held,
sion at Fort Benton, nearly 100 miles to the
which seemed months to me. till the 24th, with a view to making it free to commerce. A
the
Pope
is
to
create
seven
new
Cardinals,
Two Irishmen, fightingside by si
toutn.
among whom will be ArchbishopMcCabe, of when it was begun and ended with wn&t re- resolution waa passed instructing the Secretary agreed that
one who
SOUTH*
sults you know. The wisdom of the movement
of
State
to
ascertain
tho
cause
of
the
imDublin,the Archbishops of Seville and Algiers,
first wounded should be at o
was
not only vindicated, but the seventeendisprisonment
in
Great
Britain
of
an
AmerA conflagration at Jackson, Tenn., and the Patriarch of Venice — A meeting of rep- senting Generals were compelledto confess
his comrade,
ican citizen named Daniel McSweeney. carried ofl
resentative business men of London was held at
destroyedpropertyvalued at $60,000, includthat, it the movement had been made ten
Tbe bill for a liquor commission was taken np, one poor fellow cried out that
the Mansion House4n favor of & bimetallic curing six business houses. ____ John O. Massey rency. Tbe Governor of the Bank of England j days earlier,while the weather was propitious,
and it was agreed that not more than three was shot in the leg, when the other im
and wife, respectedcitizens of Charlottesville, aud several members of Parliament spoke to j the army of Bragg would, in all human proba- shall be prohibitionists. The Chinese bill was
mediately took him upon his back,
| bihty, no longer exist, I shall never cease to
Ya., were murdered by burglars.
amended to provide that no Celestial shall be
resolutions in favor of the free coinage of silver
was carrying him across an open plain,
regret the sad delay which lost ns ho great an
At Hamflburg, Ark., Prot Wilmot, a and the objects of the Paris Conference,which opportiinityto mniot a mortal blow upon tbe naturalized within the United States, aud that
no laborers can immigrate within twenty when a chain shot passed swiftly ale
were carried.
center of the Rebellion. The work of expelling
school teacher, was murdered by County Troasvears, and then passed,by a vote of 29 to 15. and took off the head of the wounc
The correspondent of the London Bragg from Middle Tennessee occupied nine In
the House, Mr. Donnell reporteda bill for man without the bearer knowing any
urer Smith in a dispute relative to the punishdays and ended July 3, leaving his troops in a
Times at Constantinople says that in oflida
cancelingstamps on tobacco exported by rail.
ment in school of Smith’s child.
thing about it.
officer riding
most disheartened and demoralizedcondition,
A bill was also reportedfor the admission into
circles a declarationof war between Austria
WASHINGTON*
while our army, with a loss of le^s than 1,000
called ont, “Why, where are you
the
Union
of
the
Territory
of
Washington.
A committee appointed by the river and Russia if thought inevitable.In this connec- men, was, in a few days, fuller of potential The Agricultural Appropriaiion bill came np, iug with that headless body on y
tion. and confirmatory thereof, comes news from
fight than over before.
convention at 8L Louis, headed by ex Qov.
and amendments were adopted for sta- back?” Upon this, Pat laid down hi
St. Petersburgthat the Czar has refusedto aoOn the 18th inst. the bridges were rebuilt,
Stanard,made its argument on the improve* •ept the resignation of Gen. Ignatieff, who is and tbe cars were in full communication from tistics in regard to the manufacture and exj>or- burden, as be looked at it, exclaiming
tation of oleomargarine, for statements of
“ By jabers, he told me it*was his leg 1’
ment of the Mississipni before the Honse Com- the leader of the Pan-Slavist party and the ad- the Cumberland to the Tennessee. I have since
freight charges by rail and river, to approprimerce Committee, and asked an appropriation vocate of a Rnsso-Anstrian war ____ An Ameri- then nrged with all the earnestness1 possessa
ate
$35,000
for
experiments
in
making
sugar,
of $4,100,000to put the great river and its can company is seeking from the Sultan of rapid advance, while Bragg’s army was shat- and to increase the allowancefor invcstigatiug
Mb. Talmage covers a good deal
Turkey the right to build a railroadin the tered and under cover, and before Johnston
tributaries in navigable condition.
ground briefly when he says that
forestry, when the bill passed.
Province ef Bagdad.
and he could effect a inaction. Thus f&r the
There is a sharp tight in progressat
will bow toihe earth before a man w*
MacLban, the Queen’s assailant,waa General has been singularly disinclined to grasp
Tho Senate adopted a resolution, at its sesmakes §100,000 by a stock swindle,
Washington between the proprietors of dothe situation with a strong hand and make the
committed for trial on charge of high treason.
sion on the 10th, requestingtho President to
advantage his own. 1 write this with more sormen are not punished in this country f
mestic mineralwaters and owners and agents
On being arraigned be said he would reserve
arrange with Nicaragua for the settlementof stealing,but because they don't ba
row
than
I can tell you, for I love every bone in
of apoUinariswater. Attorney General bis defense. He declined to cross-examine
McVeagh decided that apolhuarisis an artificial witnesses. His interests were watched by a his body, and next to . my desire to’ "oe the public and private claims. A resolntionwas enough.
water and therefore dutiable. Secretary solicitor. Tbe evidence was merely a repeti- Rebellion blasted is my anxiety to see him passed directing the use of Governmentvessels
Folger recently reversed the decision.A tion of what is already known concerning his blessed. But even the breadth of my love is in distributing suppliesalong tbo Mississippi
THE MARKETS.
not sufficient to cover this almost fatal delay.
resolution is pending in Congressdirecting
and its tributaries. A bill was passed for the
attempt on the life of the Queen. It over- My personal relations with Gen. Rosecrans are
the Secretary of the Treasury not to take any
creation
of
a
commission
on
the
liquor
traffic,
to
NEW YORK.
whelmingly confirmed the statement that his
step toward carrying out his decision until pistol was sufficiently elevated when he fired all that 1 could desire. Officially, I share his be composed of seven persons. Mr. Voorheos Bektzb ...........................
$9 23 @12 25
counsels and responsibilitieseven more than I
there can be a thorough investigation
of the for the ball to have struck her Majesty.
Hoos
..............................
fi 46 m 6 80
introduced a bill appropriating $125,000 for
desire, but I beg you to know that this delay
Cotton
............................
u
question as to whether apoUinarisis entitled to
the
improvement
of
the
Wabash
river.
Tho
A London Times dispatch from St. is against my Judgment and my every wish. Senate refused to take up tho Japanese In- Flock— Superfine.................3 65 @ 4 35
be placed on the free Ust Able legal talent has
been employed on both sides. Ex-Senator Petersburg says the Minister of War told Sko- Pleasantas are my relations hero, I would rath- demnity-fund bill ly a vote of 14 to 24. Col. Whiat— No. 2 Spring ..............129 @130
No. 2 Red .................
131 @ 1 88
er command a battalion that would follow and
Conkling is said to be counsel for the apoUinaris
Ruins Ingalls was confirmed as Quartermaster Corn— Ungr«ded ..................
68
72
beleff ho was recalled for a breach of disci- follow and strike and strike than to hang
interests,and to have received a cash fee of
50
61
General of the United States army. In the House, Oats— Mixed Western ..............
pline in creatingdisturbanceand excitement back while snch golden moments are passing.
$50,000. ... .The House Naval CommitteerecPoint— Me**. .......................
16 25 @17 60
a minority report was presenteddeclaringU. D.
But the General and^mysolf believe that I can
abroad.
Tne
report
is,
Gen.
Ignatieff
told
La»d.:
............................
10#@
10
ommends the constructionof a steel man-ofBall entiUed to a seat as delegate from Alaka.
CHICAGO.
war to patrol the lakes in place of the worn-out Skobeleffthe Czar had nothing in particular do more service in iny present place than in
command of a division, though I am aware Four memorials from Utah, with over 60,000 Bexvkb— Choice Graded Shers ..... 6 15 @ 6 80
to say to him.
Michigan.
signatures, were presentedasking a suspension
Cow* and Heifer*. ........3 25 @ 4 75
that it i* & podtiou that promises better in the
London advices are to the effect that way of promotion or popular credit But, if of action on all bills relating to that Territory,
Medium to Fair ..........6 35 @ f> 65
A sensational episode marked the
Hooa .......................... 4 75 @ 7 50
and the appointment of an unprejudiced comnegotiationsfor an internationalcopyright this inaction continueslong, 1 shall ask to bo
proceedingsof the Senate the other day, whUe
Flock— Fancy White Winter Ex... 7 00 @ 7 25
treaty with Great Britain, which were begun relieved and sent some where where I can be mission to d< termiuu the state of atf.iirs. An
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 6 25 @ 7 00
Mr. Dawes, of Massachusetts,was deUvering
appropriationof $lo,000 for extra expenses by
part of a working army.
Wheat-No. 2 Spring .............1 28 @ 1 29
under PresidentGarfield and Secretary Blaine,
tbe Lighthouse Board, caused by tbe Hood in
his speech against the Chinese bUl. A dead
Bnt I do hope that you will soon hear that
No. 3 Spring ..............1 06 @ 1 07
have been abandoned. Mr. Arthur and Mr.
the Mississippi, was passed. A joint resolution
calm had settled on the chamber, only broken
Corn— No. 2 .......................61
62
this splendid army is at least trying to do its
Frelingbuvsenare re]>orted as not favorable to
for tho use of Government steamers in distrib- Oath— No. 2 ...................... 43
44
by the voice of the Massachusettsorator, whsn
part in the great work.
the proposed legislation. . .Dr. Thomas Evans,
Rye-No. 2 ........................ 82
84
uting food to tho sufferers by the overflowwas
suddenly, to the consternationof the DoorIf the War Departmenthas not always been
tbo American dentistof Paris, was robbed of
Barlkt— No. 2 ..................... 99 .A 1 00
adopted.
keepers and spectators, a distinct clapping of
jnst, it has certainlybeen very indulgent to
Bctteh— Choice Creamery .........37
41
$12o,oii0 by an employe, who tied to Brussels,
hands was heard in the gallery set apart for
this army. But I feel that the time has now
19
Mr. Sherman presentedin the Senate, on the Eooa— Frcah ...................... 18
where he was captured.
the male sex. All eyes were turned in the direccome when it should allow no plea to keep this
Pore— Mesa .......................
16 60 @16 76
13th, a resolution of the CincinnatiChamber Laud ............................
tion of the sounds, which increased,and
army back from the mostrvigorousactivity.
10jf@ io
MILWAUKEE.
the tall form of a crank styling himself the
of Commerce,asking that Congress take stops
I do hope that no hopes of peace or submisLabor Tronbles at Omaha.
Wheat-No. 2 .....................
1 25 @ 1 26
ApostlePaul was observed standing erect and
sive terms ou tbe part of the rebels will lead
to relieve the sufferers by overflow along the Cobh- No. 2 ......................
; 61
fli
Omaha, March 13.
vigorously pounding his hands to show his apthe Governmentto delay the draft and the
OAra— No. 2 ........................41
42
probationof some remark of Mr. Dawes. For
The militiain the city to protect the non- vigorous provocation of the war. Timeo Mississippi Bills were reported for theallot- Rte— No. ........................ 86
ix ont of land in severalty to Indians, and for
having such execrable taste as to applaud a striking laborers were annoyed last evening by Danaos et dona ferentes.
Barley— No. 2 ................. ... 86 @
the erection of a public building at Hot Pore— Mesa .............
Senator, and on inch a dreary topic, tbe DoorLet the nation now display the majesty of its
16 25 @16
a gatheringof men and boys, who threw brickSprings. A resolutionwas adopted directing Lard ..............................10W@
keepers, after a short consultation, decided to
power and the work will l>e speedily ended.
the Secretary ef the Interior to furnish a list of
ST. LOUIS.
eject the intruder, and he was unceremoniously bats at the officers aud hit several A squad of
1 hope you will pardon this lengthyletter ;
Indian reservations at which troops axe sta- Wheat-No. 2 Red ................. 122 @1
hustled out of his cozy resting place. He was
soldiers charged on the crowd to drive bnt I wanted you to know how the case stands,
tioned, and information in regard to the Cobn— Mixed ................ * ..... 60
61
the same crank who hong around the court
47
49
them back from tbe militia quarters, and and I was unwilling to have yon think mo satis- destruction of timber. The Tariff Com- Oat*— No. 2.... ...................
room during the Goiteau trial, threateningto
fled with the delays here. With kindest regards
82
88
several of tbe assailants wore severely wounded
mission hill was taken np, and Mr. Slater
ahoot the assassin.
I am, as ever, your friend, J. A. Gabkield.
by bayonets. One of the wounded, named
urged tbo adoption of a free-tradepolicy. Pork— Meea ......................16 60 @16 76
Hon. 8. P. Chase.
.............
1®
All the indicted star-routersexcept G. P. Armstrong, formerly a machinist,who
The President sent a message to Oongress in
» CINCINNATI.
was wounded in the breast and taken into tbe
Gin. Rosecrans is representedas feeling very regard to establishinga seaboard quarantine Wheat ............................
1 27 @ 1 28
ex-Sena tor Dorsey,J. W. Dorsey,L. Sanderson
guard-honse.supposed to be slightly burr, bas
against small-pox. He recommends the passCoen ............................. 64
65
and McRndeU appeared in court at Washing- died from tbe wound. He had been slightly badly. over the publication of the Garfieldage of tbe Harris bill with some modifications.
Oat« ...............................46
47
Chaae
letter.
He
is
said
to
be
anxions
to
exton. Tne court fixed the bail u foUowi : Gen. under the influence of liquor, and was
91
Secretary Lincolnsent to the Senate a state- Bt* ................................
17 25 @17 60
Brady, 120.000; A. Buck, $20,000 ; G. Cabell abusing tbe soldiers.He was inoffensive when plore the whole subject to the very bottom, in ment showing that for the past ten years the PoBK-HeM .......................
Lard
..............................
10
@
tbe hope rather of finding something to justify
$5,000 ;J.R. Minor, $5,000 ;W. H. Turner, sober.
cost of maintainingtroops in the Indian counTOLEDO.
what looks to him now like the treachery of a
$2,600 ; Kate M. Armstrong, $1,000 ; Harvey
try has been over $22,000,000per annum. The
Wheat— No. 2 Bed. ................ 1 25 @ 1 29
tru-bd
subaltern
than
to
fix
even
inu.u
M.Vail, $1,000 ;P. J. Sweet, 11,000; J.
Presidentsent to the Senate the names Cobh ..............................65 @
Strange Conformation.
clw.ly than now appears the blame on of Samuel Blatcbford, of New York, Oats,.... .....
Minnix. $1,500 ; James W. Dohchue,$1,000;
45 @
[Texts Siftings.]
Ma Chief of Staff. To his intimate friends,
W. D. Barringer.$1,000 ; W. Jackson,$1,000,
Associate Justice
the
DETROIT.
6 25 @ 9 00
and Charles N. Dickson,$1,000.
An account of a Chicago funeral savs jowever,Gen. Rosecransmakes no secret Supreme Court of tho United States ; Flocb— Choice ....................
of the belief, \vhich circumstances have
Wheat — No. 1 White ....... ....... 1 23 @ 1
The court-martial which tried the case that the burial casket '‘was made to con forced U[»on him, that Gen. Garfieldat one John Russell Young, of New York, to be Envoy Cobn— Mixed ...................... 62 @
Extraordinaryand MinisterPlenipotentiary
of
form os far as possible to the comforts time bad set his heart on the command of tbe the United States to China ; John G. Watts to Oats— Mixed ...................... 48 @
of SergeantJohn A Mason, charged with atBarley (percental)................
2 00 @ 2
tempting to shoot the assassin Goitean in the the occupant was wont to surround him- Army of the Cumberland, and was intriguing be Marshal of the United States for the Western PoBE-Meee ........................ 17 25 @17
to secure tbe disgrace and removal of its com- district of Virginia,and Edwin R. Kirk to bo Postself
with
in
the
house
he
has
left.’’
INDIANAPOLIS.
jail at Washington last September, found him
mander in ordof that he might raise himself to master at Sioux City, Iowa. In the House, the WHEAT—lfo. 2 Bed ................. 124 @1
guilty and imposed tbe severest penalty aUowed Great snakes and blue blazes! Just
the leadership. Among officers of the regular
Cobh— No. 2 .......................
x 61 @
by law. Mason is sentencedto dishonorable disimagine a coffin in thesbape of a beer army tbo Chase letter is looked upon with Sjxjaker presented a memorial from the Assem- Oat* ................
44
biv of Utah asking a suspensionof action on
charge from the army, to lose aU pay or allow- botUe! _
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
amazement. In their eyes it would be a court the affairsof that Territory nntil a thorough
ances now dne or which may become due him,
6 50 @ |
martial and almost a hanging offense for a investigation cat; be made by a committee. Mr. Cattle— B«rt ......................
and to serve eight years at hard labor as a conA young gentleman desires to know
Fair ...................... 4 00
Chief of Staff to communicate with the author- Belmont asked leavo to offer a resolntion calling
vict in the Albany penitentiary.
Common .................
3 60 @ 4
if girls make more noise with a bang or itn -< at Washingtonin such a way about bis
on the Secretary of State for informationas to Hooe ................
6 25
The severity of Sergeant Maaon’a a bustle.
commandingofficer.
tho compensation of Envoy Trescott,but Mr. Bnxr .............................
4 25
first

annual conventionat Rochester.

It

was a
.

.

....The Western Union Telegraph Company
has declared a quarterly dividend of 1)^ per
cent Its groas revenues for 1881 are reported
at $16, 868. 396.... Eleven highwaymen are reported killed near the City of Mexico,having
attacked a stage-coach that was fall of armed
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MISSISSIPPI FLOODS.
after two gallons of cider are added until
tax laws, and they have
written the words : ** Will you forgive
the barrel is two- thirds full in fourbecome laws substantially as reported "by the
a»*au for aid are being receivedby tbr teen days after the last two gallons are
and forget now ? ”
commission. A concurrentresolution passed
both houses, authorising the State Military Secretary of War from the offerer* from flood* added the whole will have been conBoard to furnish tents for tbe annual eucamp- in Illinois, Missouri, Tennessee, Mississippi
verted into vinegar, one-half of whioh is
ments of the Soldiers' and Sailors'^ Association and Arkansas.In Pulaski county, III, 4.000
CITY. MICHIGAN. ,
AT THE STATE CAPITAL.
now drawn off and tbe process of filling
of Sonthwestern Michigan. The conference personsare in need of assistance.Tbe relief
committee of the two booses hsd an all day's commissioners for Arkansas, Mississippi and with cider begun again. In summer the
A Big Dove of Haatf Legislation.
session ou the CongressionalApportionment Tennessee report 43,000 destitute perilous. Re- barrels during the process of conversion
The man who invents some new patLanhino, Mich., March IS, 188*1
bill, bat did not arrive at any compromise.
ports from every section of tbe Southern Mia- are exposed to the rays of the sun, and
ent car-coupler will be a benefactor of
Practically,the extra seuiou in at an end,
The conference committee on Congressional issipni valley give Accountsof destitution and iu cold weather are stored where a unisuffering.Hundredsof poor colored people
his race. Last year, os the statistics while theoretically it will not end for two or
apportionment agreed upon a report, which was have been rendered houseless by tbe water, form temperature of about eighty dethree
days
yet
Both
houaee
ceased
to
do
grees can be maintained.
shew, B,000 men lost their lives in coupsubmittedand adopted in both booses on the losing everything,and have positivelynothing
business at abont 3 o’clock thia afternoon,and
to
eel
The
white
people
are
poorly
off
them10th. As finallypaased the bill Axes the Conling cars.
selves, nearly all of their stock being lost, and
THE JEANNETTE SURVIVORS.
now the officers and the engrossingclerks have
gressional districts as follows : First, Warns
being nearly impoverished owing to the bed
until 12 m. of the 15th to complete the work on couutv ; Second, Washtenaw, Monroe, LenaA oale at Erie, Pa., uprooted a tree
crops of last year. The ti/wn of Austin, Miss., Iwte rearing Letter Iron* Lieut*
wee, Hillsdale ; Third, Jackson, Branch, Oal- between Memphis and Helens,has been almost
band.
enhower.
on Presque Isle aud exposed the skelehoun, Eaton and Barry ; Fourth, Kalamasoo, entirely destroyed.Hon. M. CL Harris, who was
, The three main bills of the session, viz. : the
Mr. W. W. Danenhowor, of Washington,
fit
Joseph,
Cass,
Berrien
and
Tan
Batons of James Bird and Edward Rankin,
sent to Desha county, Ark., by Gov. Churchill to
so-called Fire Relief bill, the new Tax bill aud ron ; Fifth, Allegan, Ottawa, Kent and
has received two letter* from his son, Lient
who were shot on board the Niagara for the Ro-apportionmont bill were all disposed of Ionia ; Sixth, Clinton, Ingham, Living- aid in distributing supplies to persons rendered John Danenhower, of the JeannbtteArctic eirdestitute by the overflow, reports that the sufdesertion in the War of 1812.
In good shape, the former, appropriating ston, Oakland and Genesee ; Seventh^ fering and destitution is beyond description. ploring expedition. The first one Is dated
Scarcely a farm-house or residence in tbe bot$‘250,000 for relief for the sufferers by Are in Macomb, St Clair, Lapeer,Sanilac and Huron •
Huron, Sanilac and Tuscola counties, and Eighth, Shiawassee, Saginaw, Gratiot,Mont- tom has escaped inundation. The people have Bolen, mouth of tbe Lena, Nov. 9, 1881. There
Travis Murphy, another man who $15,000 to aid in rebuildingthe fifty school- calm, Isabella and Midland ; Ninth, Muskegon, been compelled to build false floors In Is added a postscriptdated at Yakoutsk,Deo. 17.
Oceana, Newaygo, Mecosta,Mason, Lake. their houses or seek safety on some The trip np the river from Bolen to Yatontsk
shook hands with Washinton, has just houses burned (which was given in full
in our last as it passed the Senate), OiK»ola, Manistee, Wexford, Missaukee, Kal- of the higher lands, where, in rudeiv occupiedthirty-six days, and was made on
died in 8t. Charles county, Mo., at the passed the House on Tuesday last, sub- kaska. Antrim and Charlevoix ; Tenth, constructed . camps
brush boughs aledgei with dogs, reindeer and horsea. Lieut
Tuscola, Bay, Gladwin,Clare, Roscommon,
age of 104. “He outlived all his sons,” stantiallyas it passed the Senate, the only Ogemaw, Iosco, Crawford,Oscoda, Alcona, and cane, they sit and wait for starvation and Danenhowerdescribeethe journey as one full
death. It is appalling, and without Government
change being that no district shall draw ile
says the St. Louis Globe- Democrat nroixjrtion of the $15,000 ($300) until after it Otsego, Montmorency,Alpena, Presque Isle, aid, liberallyand quickly hastened,there is no of hardship*. There were stations at intervals
Cheboygan and Emmet; Eleventh, Benzie, tolling where it will end. Manv Demons on the way, constructed of logs. He describes
has actually rebuilt the school house.
“ and chewed tobacco for forty years.’'
Qrand
Traverse. Leeanaw, Manitou and the have been feeding on carcasses of drowned tiie last one of these, seventeen miles from
The new Tax bill— the now system for asUpper
Peninsula. The bill appropriating cattle. Personal investigation,a* well a* YakouUk, the ben of the lot, a« a small log
sosfiug and collecting taxes— presented by the
$265,000for further relief of the sufferers bv assurances from reputable gentlemen, con- building with a cowshed attached. It was oomThe question as to whether Brigham Tax Commission was the next bill of the trio last fall’s fires passed both Houses. A bill passed
poeed of one room, m which were abont twenty
vinced Mr. Harris that not less than
to get safely through both houses. As indicatYoung is really dead or abducted is be- ed iu our last, after passingthe House, it was both houses appropriating$75,000for rebuild- 000 families, averaging say six to the family, people when his party arrived. In the center
ing and repairing the State Reform School, in Desha county alone, are dependent upon the was the body of a horse killed for food, and
ing agitated. His numerous relatives tackled early in the week by the Senate nnd
brought into the room to thaw out. During the
and $85,000 for repair* at Jackson State Prison. eharityof tbe Government.
carefully consideredfor two days, forty amendnight the party stopped at this but Jack Cole,
are not greatly exercised over the ques- ments being made to it by that body," and on The legislation aaked by the Governor in his
The indications point to a long continuance
message convening the Legislaturebeing prac- of the overflow, the most sangnino hardly dai^ the boatswain,while laboring under aberration
tion, for they are in full possession of Thursday the final vote was reached and the
of mind, got up and started ont to walk to New
tically ended, a resolution was adonted in both
lag to hope for its subsidingbefore May.
bill passed 30 to 2, those voting no being SenaYork to see his wife. The thermometerwas
the property, but it is not beyond belief
houses that no new legislationwould be had
tors Ambler and Brown. The House at once
Capt. J. M. Lm, of the United States army, 60 degrees below zero. It required all Lieut.
after March 11, and that both bouses adjourn
that the old man took to the mountains concurred in the amendments aud the deed was
Danenhower’spersuasive.powers to Induce
done. Michigan was given a new and. it is at noon on Wedneaday,March 15. The Gov- who was ordered to Mississippi to report on the him to oome back into tbe fiat. At Yakoutak
to escape Ann Eliza.
ernor sent in a message recommending action
honed, better system of assessing property and
necessities of the sufferersby overflow,re
Lieut Danenhower says be found a man
on thirty-sixdifferent subjects, mostly of a local
collectingtaxes thereon.
character—several enabling acts for Detroit and turned to Memphis last week. He say* the who understood French, and was taken to the
The
third
important
bill,
the
reapportionThe conductorson the Denver aud
Governor, who treated him with great kindneea
other cities, increasing the salariesof different destitution has not been half stated. The levee
meut of the State into eleven Congressional
and consideration.He detailed a Lieutenant,
Rio Grande railroad were all discharged districts,which had passed the Senate before officers, etc. Tho House referred them to the between Memphis and Arkansas City was broken
in forty places,and at some points the Mis- with instructions to give the wants of the party
different committees, but the Senate went at
the other day for “ knocking down” our last, was passed by tho House ou the 8th
them in earnest, and passed a number, among sissippiwas fifty miles wide. His first estimate specialattention.They were quartered at a
but in a very much amended condition. In
made to the Secretary of War, that 860,000 mall hotel, conducted on the American plan.
fares, and after investigating the matter these amendmentsthe Senate refused to con- them to increase the salary of the Prosecuting
Attorney of Wayne county ; to provide for the rations would bo required to feed the 18,000 Lient Danenhower speaks of his stay in
cur.
and,
the
House
insisting
on
them,
a
comthey came to the conclusionthat a Mr.
condemnation of railroad beds that have been needy in tlie State of Mississippi, will, he says, YakouUk as exceedinglypleasant and committep of conference was created. This comshort, as the destitute will probably "bo fortable under the circumstances. Dec. 24 the
Duckworth,a detective who had been mittee reported in favor of modifying some- abandoned for five years, and to allow manu- fall
double tho Dumber first estimated. Capt Lee Governor rent an officer to Lieut, Danenhower
facturing companies to chango their names.
will telegraph Secretary Lincoln and await to ask him at what time the Christmai fo«temployed by the railroad company as a what the bill as amended, aud on Friday the
Both houses of the Legislatureremained in
conferencereport was adopted and that subject
further instructionshere.
Lee hitieH usually began in America, and when insort of irregular baggage master, had was disposed of.
session until a late hour on the evening of the said to a reporter : “No idea of the true condiformed that it was uhuhI to commence ChristThe House, on Tuesday (7th) passed a bill 10th, and convened early the next morning, tion of the country overflowedcan be imagined mas eveniug he sent his sleigh for the party te
informed upon him. So they quietly
appropriating$100,000 for rebuilding a porwithout being seen. From a point twenty miles •ome to his residence for supper and apend the
took Mr. Duckworth into the woods and tion of the maiu building of the Reform School. and by noon, contrary to expectation,had suc- below Memphis, where the flrst break in tbe evening.
speakingof the terrible
hung him. He was cut down, however, The building has been in constantuse for more ceeded in disposing of most all the business levee occurred,the entire countryis ono vast voyage of the party, Lient. Danenhothan a quarter of a century, and it has recently laid before them the preceding day by tho sea of water. The people all through this sub- wer says they had to travel 700 miles
^before ho was dead, and sought a health- been discovered that tho foundation has all Governor. The following bills passed both merged region are utterly destitute ana in a over ioe from tho ship to the menth of the
given way, and the- building,or ouo wing at houses : To provide for renewingthe incorstarving condition.Their stock has been Lena. They landed in shoal water, and were
ier climate.
least, is likely to fall at any moment, hence tho poration of mining and manufacturing comdrowned, and they are living in gin-boosesand compelled to wade two miles to land. They
action of the Governor in callingthe attention of panies ; to authorize Bay countv to build a
stables, lofts and the upper stories of cab- were forced to travel 100 miles further before
A writer in the 8t. Louis Glol)c} dis- the Legislature toil. Tho Senate in its supposed bridge across Hagiuaw nvor ; to amend act 267 ins. Hundreds are subsisting on parched they reached shelter, and he says he was up
1881, to provide two additional corn. Many have been temporarilyrelieved by five days and four nights without sleep or rest.
wisdom, and in a fit of economy, cut the amount
Judges in the Third Circuit:to amend the distribution of Government rations, but
cussing the exorbitant Central and down to $75,000, and then passed the bill
He meutions the fact that, ont of thirty-three
Several other bills upon the tax question, secUon 17 of act 198, of 1873. an others oould not be reached,and their suffer- comprisingtho crew and officers of the JeanUnion Pacific railroad rates charged the
act
to
revise
the
laws
providing
for
the
incoreither to repeal laws that afe obsolete in view
ine is very great All published reports have
nette, only thirteen are known to be living and
people, suggests three methods' of re- of the new bill just passed, or to amend others poration of railroad companies,aud to regulate fallen far short of giving an idea of the dam- •no is known to be dead.
tho running thereof ; a bill to amend section
age that has been done or the destitutionprelief : One for Congress to make and en- that conflictwith it, have passed both houses
83 of an act to authorize the incorporation
of
during the week.
The Great Prizes in Waltltyt*
vailing.’’
companies
for
constructing
union
railroad
force reasonable rates for freights and
With all tho subjects for which tho
John McElyen, of Desha county, Ark., had a
[R. H. Thurston.]
depots ; to provide for the incorporationof
passengers ; another for the Govern- sessiou was called disposed of. the Gov- the Grand Councilof Royal Templars ; to in- thrilling adventure and narrow escape. The
I have some times said that the world
ernor, at 3 o’clock on Friday afternoon,
story of his escape, narratedin his own words,
m; nt to build a competing road and op- yielded to the strong pressure that corporatethe villageof Band Beach ; to author- is as follows:
is waiting for the appearance of three
ize the city of East Saginaw to issue bonds
“ I lived near what is known as Cypressbend,
erate it at the lowest possible rates and has all along been brought to bear upon In the sum of $50,000 to improve the water
peat inventors, yet unknown, for whom
him from parties all over ,tho State,
in Dosha oonntv. I had a cabin situated on an
pay expenses, and the third, for the and opened wide the flood-gatesof legis- works ; to extend the time for registration of elevationwhich had never been overflowed, it has in store honors and emoluments
voters in Kalamazoovillage ; beside numerous
far exceeding all ever yet accorded to
Government to cut a canal across the lation, by sendingtp the two houses a message ; and sundry bills of a local character,among and I thought never would be. Some days
in which he called attoutiou to a variety of subago the Mississippi began to rise, and 1 stopped any one of their predeceBSors. The first
them some half a dozen enabling acts for the
isthmus and make it free for the com- jects upon which legislationwas desired.
my children from going to school, fearing that is tho man who is to show how, by the
city of Detroit.
Having
a
few
hours
before
decided
by
conthey would get drowned in the bayous with
merce of the nation. The writer strongconsumption of coal, we may directly
current resolutionto do no busiuess save to
which that country abounds. I had several
produce electricity,and thus evade the
Health In .'TUchlgan*
ly prefers the latter of the proposed close up that on hand alter Saturday, the
head of cattle further down the river, and I
now inevitable aud enormous loss that
scramble
began,
aud
such
a
scramble
and
such
Reports
to
the
State
Board
of
Health,
brought
them
home
for
a
like
reason.
My
methods of relief.
a mass of hasty legislationwas perhaps never
comes of the utilizationof energy in all
wife got very uneasy, and sugpested that wo
bofoio known in the history of the Michigan Lansing, by fifty-four observers of dishad better go to Arkansas City or to Little Rock, heat engines driven by substances of
Each man interested in the sub- eases in different parts of the State, show as she felt in her bones that there would be a variable volume. Our electrical enWhen Joe Rogers, of Buena Vista, Legislature.
jects named was prepared, and at once took
big flood. I laughed at her fears, but it wasn’t
gineers have this great stop still to take,
, was making sirup he filled a barrel from his desk a bill ready for introduction, causes of sickness during the week endlong before I had better have followed her adand are apparently not likely soon to
so
that
within
^u
hour
a bill had been intro- ing March 4, 1882, as follows :
vice,
for
in
a
short
time
the
rising
water
cot
off
the skimmings near the mill. A day
duced in one or both houses noon every subject
commnnication in every direction.One night, gain the prize that will reward some
or two after a drove of thirty-five fine named in the message— some of the subjects
over a week ago, we went to bed oppressed with genius yet to be born. Tho second of
X umber and Per
Cent, of* Obaerv- dread, though 1 still thought the water would these greatest of inventors is he who will
hogs went for the skimmings and the needing one to five bills to cover all the points.
All rules were suspended, and during the next
er* by Whom fall. I had secured a dug-out, and intended to
whole crowd got drunk. They cut up twenty hours every bill in the lot had passed Dittant* in Order of Oreateat Each IMmcuc Waa make an effort to reach Arkansas City with my teach us the source of the beautiful, softArea
of
I'rttaltnct.
Eejtort^L
family, unless there was a change by the next beaming light of tho fire fly and the
all manner of didoes, and finally the both houses and been referred to the Committee
on Engrossment.This, loo. without tho bills
morning. It began raining early in the even- glow-worm,and will *how us how to
Sumber.\PerCent.
entire gang lay down and went to sleep. having ever been heard of before, and without
ing, and by the time night aet in the rain was produce this singular illuminant, and to
coming down in torrents. I think it was about
76
This alarmed Joe a little, and for a a moment’s time being given for consideration 1 ItheumstiBrn................. 41
apply it with success practicallyand
of any of them. Many of them will doubtless 2 Bronchitis....... ............
39
10 o’clock when my wife cried out : 1 Jack, the
72
3 Neuralgia............
while he was in doubt whether to ad- be amended or repealedat the regularsession
39
72
house is giving awayl' And sure enough it commercially. This wonderful light,
4 Intermittentfever ............
35
65
was ! The cabin slowly went to pieces, water free from heat aud consequentloss of
minister sweet milk or strong coffee or next winter. When the work of at least throe 5 Influenza ...................
34
63
weeks is crowded into twice that many hours,
pouring iu at every crevice, while my wife and energy, is nature’s substitntefor the
C Consumption,of lungs ......
63
send for a doctor. They got over their some very poor and very dangerous legislation 7 1 ondliUs .................... 34
children shrieked and cned. Looking out, yon
crude and extravagantlywasteful lights
30
56
Obhkrveb.
oould see nothing but a wide expanse of water,
H Pneumonia ..................
27
50
-spree after a while and went around for is sure to
of whioh we have, through so many
•J Remittent fever ..............
and I knew that we would all be ingulfed in a
19
35
a day or two with red eyes and the
10 Diarrhea ....................
17
short time, and so I took tbe bed-cord years, been foolishly boasting. The
31
Legislative Proceedings*
11 Diphtheria. ..................
16
30
of an old-fashionedbedstead and tied some dynamo-electricalengineer has nearly
headache.
12
2-2
The Senate was without a presidingofficer on u Scarletfever .............
C' •
/
of the logs which had fallen in from one solved that problem. The third genins
13 Typhoid fever (enteric) ......
11
20
end of the cabin together, and on this raft I is the man who is to fulfill Darwinx prothe 7th inst, neither Lieut Gov. Crosby nor 14 Inflammation of bowels ......
9
17
placed my family, taking only a few quilts,and
It isn’t safe to fool with a girl by the Senator Amber, President pro tem., being in 15 Erysipelas...................
9
17
phecy, closing the stanza:
leaving everething else. With a fence-raiL
16 Typho-malarial fever., .......
9
17
name of Hazel rigg, particularly if her lips attendance. No session was held. The House 17 Whooping-cough.............
“Soon shill thy arm, unconqueredsteam, afar
which had been intendedfor firewood, I
8
15
had a quorum present hut there were so many 18 Measlee ...................... 7
Drag the slow barge, or drlvs the rapid car,
15
pushed out through the opening in the house,
are red and her eyes are bright An old
absentees that nothing was done but call the 19 Dysentery ...................
7
13
and the next moment we floated away. I
Or, on wide-wavingwing expanded bear
20 Mumps .....................
widower by the name of Newman, at roll and
4
7
have been in a good many perilousscrapes,
Tbe (lying chariot through tbe fields of sir."
21 Cholera morbus. ............
4
7
but that night’s adventure surpasses them all.
Peru, Ind., tried it not long ago. He
22 Membranous croup ...........
This quotationmay excite a smile to4
7
The entire time of the Senate was occupied, 23
How we escaped, bow we got tangled in the tree
................... 3
6
day, but when first pnblished, just 100
fugged her one night and “sipped the at its session On the 7th inst, in committee of 24 Pharyngitis
top*,
bow
we
were
picked
np
late
the
next
day
Inflammstion of brain .......
3
6
vears ago, the last line must have seemed
not far from Arkansas City, I can hardly tslL
3
6
nectar from her ripe red lips ’’—then the whole on the Tax Commissionbill In the 25 Puerperal fever ..............
26 Cholera lufantum ............
2
4
It is enough to know that we all are saved ; but
hardly more extravagantthan the first.
he quit and went home. The Hazelrigg House, bills passed: Relative to the expenses
I lost everything—cattle, horses, farming tools
Beside those tabulated above, the fol- —everything.I am thankful,of coarse, that And it is to-day trne that we are getting
girl asked him why he didn’t oome and and compensation of members of the Board of
on, that even in the science of aeronauControl of the State Reform School;also making lowing-named diseases were reported I escaped, aud I expect to go from here to Sti
tics progress, although slow, is still to
do it some more, and, as he couldn’t give
Louis,
and
hereafter
1
will
live
on
mountain
each
by
one
reg;ular
observer
:
Cerebroan appropriationof $100,000 for rebuilding
be observed year by year, and there is
a satisfactory answer, she gave him his the north wing of the »win building of the •pinal meningitis, small-pox, chorea, tops. I have had an experienceof floods that'll
Bo department of engineering in whieh
Reform School, and for buildingtwo new cot- chicken-pox, anthrax, pleurisy,spinal last me a lifetime.”
choioejbe tween a wedding ora breach-of*ges; also repealingthe act of Feb. 13. 1855,
the art of the mechanic has opportunity
feve* and rotheln.
promise suit.
concluded he’d as providingfor the construction of tram railways ;
a Hint on Household Management.
lor greater achievement.
For the week ending March 4, 1882,
also to amend sections 2 and 3 of act 229, which
Have you ever noticed what a dissoon give the money to the girl as to the
provides for the final closing out of all State the reports indicate that influenza,
Teach Them Integrity.
like
senrante have to anything cheap ?
lawyers, and will probably compromise. tax lands. The Senate fire relief bill for the measles and rheumatismincreased, and
They hate saving their maater'a money.
burnt districtwas passed without amendment
Business men say that it is hard to
that bronchitis, pneumonia and whoopIt appropriates $250,000, to be expended by the
I tried this experiment with great sucfind hoys who can be trusted with the
ing-cough
decreased
in
area
of
prevacess the other day. Finding we con- handling of money. They can not withThe recent suicide of one Frank Arm- State Commissioner for the relief of sufferers lence.
and $15,000 to rebuild school-housesin said
Burned a vast deal of soap, I sat down in stand the temptations,and, nowadays,
strong in San Francisco brought to a district
At the State Capitol, Lansing, the
my thinking choir, and took the soap owing to the various causes, temptations
prevailing winds were southeast, the
sad end a career which was not unlike
The Senate, in committee of whole, completaverage temperaturewas higher, the questioninto consideration, and I found are stronger than formerly. Nine-tenths
that of Bob Brierly in “The Ticket-of- ed the Tax bill at its session on the 8th inst,
average absolute humidity was greater, reason to suspect we were using a very of the office and errand boys of to-dsy
Leave Man.” Armstrong is said to and without any material amendmentsplaced and the average quantity of day and expensivearticle, where a much cheaper ore holding positions of trust made so
have been a man of many good qualities, it on the order of third reading. A motion to night ozone was less during the week one would serve the purpose better. I by necessities of business, and they are
ordered half a dozen pounds of both the children, for the most part, of amen
but one misstep taken when under the amend so as to require statementsof personal ending March 4 than during the presorts, but took the precaution to change whose stationsin life have not shown
property to be made under oath received bat ceding week.
influence of liquor wrecked his lief, seven votes. The House passed the Senate
Including reports
regular ob- the papers, on which the prices were them the principles of business integrity.
utfour years ago, when intoxicated, Apportionment bill, after amending it ont servers and by others, diphtheriawaa marked, before giving them into the The boys themselves, unused to tne
of all shape, and returned it to the Senwalked into a Portland, (Ore.,) hotel, ate for their oonoorrenoe. That body reported present during the week end- hands of Betty. “Well, Betty, which luxury of spending money, charmed by
soap do you find washes the best ?”
its fascinations, induced by older com:ked up an overcoat, and started out promptly refused, and so notifiedthe ing March 4, and since, at 26 places,
“Oh, please, sir, the dearest, in the panions sometimes, are led to petty
Honse. The House insisted upon their amend- scarlet fever at 18 places, measles at
of the door with it. He was arrested
ments, and asked for a committee of conferblue paper; it makes the lather as well thieving. The desire to spend is natural
5 places and small-pox at 8 places— in
again as the other.”
tried, and sentenced to one year’s im- ence. In the Honse a most lively debate was
enough, but few boys are philosophical
had, in which some bad feeling came to the all as follows : At Parkville, St Joseph
“Well, Betty, you shall have it. enough, either by nature or training, to
minent. After his release he ob- surface. The bill repealing the specifictax on county; in Kimball and Port Huron
then;” and thus the unsuspecting Betty withstandthe temptation of availing
tained work in various places in San street railways, which was passed, farms bed townships,St Clair county ; at Stanton,
saved me some pounds a year, anil themselvesof the opportunitiesto steal
the means. The bill passed by a good vote;
Montcalm
county,
Feb.
28 ; at Detroit
icisco and endeavored to keep his also, the bill repealingall laws relative to the
washed the clothes better.— ./ten. Sidney email sums. Their home training has
and White Cloud, March 4 ; at Spalding,
Smith. _
history from his employers. Every uniform assessmentof property.
not made them strong and honest. The
Menominee county (16 cases),and among
existence of this evil is suggestive’ to
•convict who knew that he wasreceivThe Senate passed the Commission Tax bill, the Indians near’ Spalding (11 cases),
Vinegar,
parents
who expect their children to
g a regular salary sought him out and with a few unimportant amendments,on the March 4, 1882. Henry B. Baker,
A method employed in France, which enter the lowest place of mercantilelife ;
Secretary.
converts cider or other liquid into vine- it is suggestive to parents who ore lavish
inded money of him on the threat 9th inst, and returnedit to the Honse for conLansdio, March 10. 1882.
gar much more expeditiously than do of their money with their boys, and it is
currence.
The
House
Supplementary
Tax
bill,
exposure, and Armstrong, rather than
providingfor the disposal by the State of all
A Madison clergyman proposes to as- ordinary practices, prefaces the process also suggestiveto the business men who
ve his disgrace made public, foolishly
State tax lands now held, was also passed, after certain “Where are the reapers.” He with preparing the barrels or casks byj
are, and who are to be, dependent on
id of bis small earnings the larger adding an amendment providing for adver- has sent to each member of his church first
with water ^uuv*vjsvuiand next pour- help of this kind. It is not enough that
:—
* scalding
— ---tising the said lands in some paper pubto the scalawags who blackmailed
a card on which is printed the
into them boiling vinegar, rolling a boy 7/ takes ” to a business life ; as in
lished in the counties where such lands are
. .
•# _ r
___ ticillardepart- the
’*tA HaVrAla
*n/1 allowing
oil r\xtn n r* them
iUnrrni
a.t<aV..4
barrels and
to stand
Please specify what pari
mercilessly. This thing went on located at a cost of 40 oents for each descripany other science, heshould be instruoed,
tion. The Honse bill repealing sections2,428 mentof Christain work you are willing on their sides two or three days, until and his instructor should be his employer,
til he lost heart and took to drink,
and 2,527 of the compiled laws providing for to engage iu.” Under this is a blank they become thoroughly saturated with
should be qualifiedto instruct. The
after a protractedspree, be swal- the constructionand taxation of street and
which the church members are to fill up. the vinegar. This preparationover, the elements of business, and not the least
tram railways, which repeals the specified taxes
barrels are filled about one-third full among them is integrity, should be
enough laudanum to forever quiet of these corporations, was also passed by the
.flfisop’s fables were written about with strong, pure cider vinegar and two
Beside the empty vial was found Senate. The House concurred in the Senate
taught him, and taught him thorougly,
665 B.C.
gallons of cider. Every eight days there- at home.— AT. Y. Preu,
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

ROGERS,

H.

Editor.

Saiukday, March 18, 1882.
Edmund's anti-polygamy

bill passed

The undersigned is the sole agent for
this city, ot the Ithaca Organ. Parties
desiring to examine or purchasethis valuable instrument can do so by calling at my
residence on Tenth street, nearC. & W. M.
Railway freight depot.
MRS. E. ECKENROAD.

6-4w.

ON

DON’T FAIL TO CALL

ALL KINDS OF

Ithaca Organs.

DRAYMAN,

R. A.

At the old place of L. T. Kunters.

Job Printing

An entire new stock of

the house yesterday by a vote of 109 to 45.

For #Sale«

The negative vote was democratic.

The mansion and ground,
President Arthur has nominated Samuel Blatchford,of

of Hope College, formerly owned by Rev.

supreme

court,

Crisped,D. D., and now owned by A.

at last decided

position. At the request of or

General Grant, John Russell Young was
appointedminister

to

to

Bangs. For

I. F.

BANGS,

Superintendent of School.

that it

on the

secretary’s house,

It

4-3w.

Special Assessor
City of

was done without the secretary’s

To
A dispatch from Vienna dated March
16 says it is reported on

hare

an understanding. The czar is
extend clemency to the nihilistsnow
to

Notice,

s

Holland,

-

-«•*-

is

— ^~AT

Mrs. Arie De Jong.

Board of

Assessors to

being made

is

of t’other.

Where the republicanshave

six of one

and half a dozen

possession of the legislature,their whole
to cheat the minority out of any

representation whatever. Thus in Iowa.

Where the democrats have the power,
they resort to marvelous twists and turns

republicanminority in their

to defeat the

desire to be represented by a congressman

own faith. Thus

in

West Virginia.

states the cheated minority

RegistrationNotice.
Notice is hereby given that the Board
of Registration of the City of Holland,
will meet at the following places; in said
City on Saturday, the 1st day of April, A.
D. 1882, between the hours of eight o’clock
A. M. and eight o’clock P. M. for the
purpose of completingthe lists of qualified
voters of the several wards of said city.
In the 1st Ward, at Engine Room, No.
2, (Kanter’s Basement.)
In the 2nd Ward, at the Photograph
Gallery of B. P. Higgins.
In the 3rd Ward, at the Store of Boot &
Kramer.
In the 4th Ward, at the residenceof
Geo. H. Sipp.

is

trickery of the other party.
states, as in all states

And

Ter Vbeb,
W. H. Beach,
Wm. Butkau,
John Bkukkma,
John Kramer,
P. Winter,
C. Landaal,

in these

where apportionment

is under consideration, the party press ap-

proves unquestioninglyevery unfair and
discreditablemove of

its

while condemning the

own

politicians,

trickery

of

- «•———
Renew Your

There are times

in

FOSTER,MILBU3N & CO, Prop’’.Buffi’o, N.Y.

MANHOOD
How

Book and Jot

Office

J. Kuite.
Board of Registrationof the

—

OF

A POSITIVE CORE FOR FEMALE G0MPIAII2TS.
This remedy willart in harmony wilh tlio Female system at all time*, and also Immediately
upon the abdominaland utenne muaclej, and restore them to a healthyand strong condition.

—

nslreceived

at

--

-

-CALL AND SEE
:o:

Election Notice.
)

Holland. Mich.,

How

Council, as follows:

and comfort.—Arfoocate.

First Ward at the rooms of
Columbia Fire Engine Co., No. 2.

In the

In the Second Ward at the Photograph
Gallery of B. P. Higgins.

In the Third Ward at the Common
Council Rooms.
First District— Wayne.
In the Fourth Ward at the residence of
Second District— Monroe, Lenawee,
Geo. H. Sipp.
Hillsdale, Washtenaw.
At said election the following officers
Third District— Jackson, Calhoun, are to be elected and voted upon.
Branch, Barry, Eaton.
City Officers.
:

Fifth District— Allegan, Kent, Ottawa,
Ionia.

Sixth District— Clinton, Ingham, Livingston, Genesee, Oakland.

US.
HEROLD.

Sept. 1,1880.

the chance

is

f

blood, and renew your lease of health

Joseph, Kalamazoo, Van Buren.

For Sale

A Complete aimortmentof Children’s and Infants’
shoes for fall and winter, and a full line of
Ladles’ and Gentlemen’sWear.

FLIEMAN,

J.

Offers his anperlormade wagons jnst as cheap
anybody sells them In Zeeland, and claims that
they are a
as

— Muskegon,

Manistee, Wezford, Missaukee, Charlevoix,

expires July 4th, 1882.

Two

way

Ward

AND
Open and Top

Buggies,

WORKS.
FLIEMAN,

14-tf
JUST

Officers.

Clare, Roscommon,Ogemaw, Iosco, Craw-

For the First Warrf— One Alderman in
ford, Oscoda, Alcona, Alpena, Mont- the place of John A. Ter Vree, whose
morency, Otsego, Presque Isle, Cheboy- term of office expires; ami one Constable
in the place of Charles Odell, whose term
gan, Emmet.
Eleventh District —

Grand

Traverse,

Holland,Mich

FALL AND

WINTER

of office expires.

Third Ward— One Alderman in
the place of John Kramer, whose term of
Society Belles.
office expires; and one Constable in the
On account of its remarkably delicate place of Arend Verleo, whose term of
and lasting fragrance society belles are office expires.

Hats and Caps,

loud in their praises of Floreslon Cologne.

G.

Marquette, Houghton, Keweenaw,

Isle

Royal, Ontonagon.

For

*

£pttkl Ifotirw.

the

For the Fburth Ward— One Alderman in
the place of Cornells Landuul, whose term
of office expires; and one Constablein the
place of Johannes do Weerd, whose term
of office expires.

Geo. H. Sipp, City

Notice.
The

Clerk.

*0

DRY GOODS

S

TORE

STEKETEE &B0S,

& CO.,
New York.

Alio a very large and assorted stock of

DRY ROODS

Holland, Oct. 12th,

& Glassware.

STEKETEE A

1880.

BOS.
88-ly

the best known and

movt

HALL’S

Successful fbysfeiau,
Who has been engaged
In the treatmentof
all secular and

cmmKS.
cures

rhea, impotency and all neivons despondingand
dlstresalngsymptoms arising from these disorders,
and all complicatedprivate diseases.
Pain In back, left side or breast,frightful dreams,
palpitation of the heart, rush of blood to the
head, eruptions, pimples, memory Impaired,low
spirited,discouraged;resulting in consumption,
heart disease, cone, or 6t. Viisa dance, debility,
Insanity and death. Rev. Adam Clark, the distinguished MethodistDtvln, soys: “It is one of the
most destructive evils ever practicedby fallen
men.” Its victims of boih sexes are filling onr
insane asylums yearly.
All lettersfor consultation, strlctlv confidential,
[with stamp]. Address,DR. W. TOWNS, Fondn
Lac, Wis. Lock box 292
Please mention this paper when applying to
the
4-ly.

VAN

PUHEN& SONS.

Recommended by Phylclansl

s

i

oo

guarantee that
case, and

sell it

I

witha positive

It will

cure any

we wilt forfeli the above

amuuut

uusin a single Instance.
Hi* Unlike any other Catarrh r

irit

EFT NO IKITATtOV OB SUBSTITUTB.

ACC

If

F.J.

CHENEY &

CO.. Toledo. Ohio.

Debility:

A Cure Guaranteed.
Dr. E. C. Weal’s Nerve and Brain Trealmenl:a
specificfor Hysteria, Dixzlness, Convulsions, Ncrvons Headache,
Tons
ueaoacne, Mental
mcmai Depression,
repression,Loss
i*oss of
m Mem.an
ory, Spermntorrhaja. Impotency,Involnntnry
Involnntn
•
over-ex
Emissions. PrematureOld Age. cattlcdby over-e
ertlon,self abuse, or over-indulgence, which leads
lea
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure recent cases. Esch box contains one month s treatment. One dollar a box, six boxes for five dollars;
sent
mail prepaid on receiptof price.
We guaranteesix boxes to cure any case. With
each order receivedby us for six boxes, acotnpanled with five dollars, we will send the purchaser onr written guarantee to return the money
If the treatment does not effect a cure. Guarantees Itsi.ed only when the treatmentla ordered
direct from us. Address JOHN O. WBbT A CO.,
Hole Proprietors. 181 A 188 W. Madison 9t.. Chicago, III. Hold by D. R. Meengs,Holland, Mich. J»-1y

BLA-IsTKETS, 1881.

Young Men and Women will not or.ly sate money but valuable time In the fnture by attending the
Grand Kapjda Business College, where they will
receive a Thorough, Quickening,Practical educatlon. Hend fur College Journal.

S

FA

TARTLING
DISCOVERY!

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.

A victim of youthful imprudencecausing Pram*,
lure Decay, Nervous Debility,Lost Manhood, ate.,
having tried in vain every known remedy, baa discovered a simple aelf cure, which be will send FRES
to hla fellow. lufferen, addreae J, H.
43 ChmUiam ML, K. Y.
i-iy

LL AND

REEVES^

WINTER.

1881.

DRESS GOODS,

CASHMERES,

GINGHAMS.

!ll

.

CALICOES,

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

HANDKERCHIEFS
From the flneBt|SllktoUhe cheapest.

HOSIERY, &C.,

&C.,

Ladies and Childrens, Cloaks, Dolmans, Circulars, Jackets
and all kinds of cloaking, Plush Velvet, Satin Silk
Crape, Fancy Ribbons, Plush, Satin, Moireantique,

Worsted Goods, Jackets, Hoods, Scarfs,
Fur Trimmings, Muffs and Colors.

Also a Fall Line of

Silk & Satins in all desirable Color*. Crape, Cloves, Hosiery. Grr

A

U* apparent .kill #f a ranter nil taerH. raealar,
papular,and daae. mute. F.qoallr.nimblefor the home,
U|t,nr«hnnh. Admirably adapted tor the ball room.plcoles
exenreten parti*., etc. Va laurnettea required. Price'. fS
|io, |:o, fJO, and upward. Dewar* of werthteu lalmtloui
with elmllarDBiaM. A|*ate»aalr4.RnterpHOafmen : at.
•10 M ftOner dar. niurtrated Catalogue! frc*.
* LYON
Bu-.ChiovIt with

1-t-pr-m— 8S-fl©.

,

mantowu Yarn, Canvas, EmbroiderySilk and

Fresh Groceries
ALWAYS ON HAND.
O.

Van Patten & Sons.

Holland, March S5ih, 1881.

ho

has not got it, send to ns and we will forward
tminbJ lately. Price, 75 centa per bottla.

by

At the store of

mm

Is

We mannfastur*and

Doctor.

TABLE LINEN,

Union School. Examinations will begin
promptly at 9 a. m.
Applicantsare expected to bring testimonials of good moral character,and
those intendingto apply for the 1st or 2nd
grade will present a certificate of the
chairman of the township board, certifying that they have taught the required
time Mwith ability and success. ”
By order of the Board of School Examiners of Ottawa County.
JA8. F. ZWEMER,
Spring Lake, Mich.

NOTIONS,

^dmtwerafnts.
THAT MUSICAL WONDER!

‘Y— AND~^-

TOWNS,

DELAINES,

regular Spring examination of

teachers for the public schools of Ottawa
County, Michigan,will be held at Grand
Haven, March 81st and April 1st, 1882.
A special examination,to accommodate
the south part of the county, will be held
at Zeeland, April 6 and 7, 1882, in the

GROCERY

HATLOtK

DR. W.

RECEIVED Nervous

DRY GOODS,

Chippewa, Schoolcraft, Della, Menominee,

Ahiolnto

THE NEW

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.

A very large stock of

For the Second Ward— One Alderman in
the place of Wilhelm Butkau, whose term
of office expires; and one Constablein the
place of John Van den Ijerg, whose term
of office expires.

Benzie, Leelanaw, Manitou, Mackinaw,

R. MEEKNOS.

weakness,spermator-

J.

School Inspectors, full term, in the

Tenth District— Tuscola, Bay, Gladwin,

IN

P

He
diseases
resulting from seminal

place of Cornells Doesburg and Isaac
Cappon, whose term of office expires.

Antrim. Kalkaska.

Vi ra

Crockery, Stone

Also keeps on hand a line of

One City Clerk in the

-

n

Its virtues are unquestionable
and Its curative
character absolute, as the writer can personally
testify, both from experienceand observailon.
Which we intend to keep as complete as possi
Among the many readers of the Review In one
part and another of the country, it la probable that blc embracing all the latestand beat made fabrics
numbers are afflicted with deafness, and to such it
may be said: “ Write at once to Haylock A Co., 7
Dey Street,New York, enclosing $1, and yon will
receive by return mail a remedy that will enable
you to hear like anybody elae, and whose curative
effects will be permanent. Yon will never regret
&o\ag»o."—Editor Mercantile Review. 21-8ra.

andjxamine.

Call

One Supervisor in the place of Kommer
Schaddelee. whose terra of office expires.

offle

•lv

;C.

Better wagon in every

Oceana, James Ten Eyck, resigned, whose term of

Newaygo, Mecosta, Osceola, Lake, Mason,

L a

C.

One Mayor in the place of John Roost,
whose term of office expires.

place of Geo. H.
Sipp, whose term of office expires.

The CniverweU Medical Co.,
New York, N.Y.; Post-Officebox, 450.

sure and ask for

Sole AgentaforAmerica. 7 Dey St.,

Our popular wagon manufacturer

CULVER-

This Oil is extracted from a peculiar species of
small WHITE SHARK, caught in the Yellow Sea,
known as CarcharodonliondeletH. Every Chinese
flfthermanknows it. Its virtues as a restorativeof
hearing were discoveredby a finddhist Priest
about (he year 1410. Its cures were so numerous
on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
and many to ie«nxiiiglvmiraculous, that
Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
the remedy was officiallyproclaimed over the en
tire Empire. Its use became so universal that for of Groceries,— always of the Freshestand Purest,
ovor 300 yoart no Sufniu hu ozlitid aaonr tho Chlnsu but also all kiuds of’ Farmers Produce, Piovlaions,
ptopli. Sent, charges prepaid, ttf any address at (1 Etc., Etc.
per bottle.

WAGON

District

by ID,

Be

PoiitiTily Eittortitfci Buri&i,and it ‘.hi only
Caro for Siifnin Xnovn.

One City Treasurerin the place of Dirk
Seventh District— Macomb, St. Clair,
And a nice assortmentof Cotters lor Farmers
R. Meengs, whose term of office expires.
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.
Lapeer, Sanilac, Huron.
One City Marshal in the place of Pieter
ALSO AGENT FOR
Eighth District— Shiawassee,Saginaw, Koning, whose term of office expires.
Gratiot, Montcalm, Isabella,Midland.
One Justice of the Peace in the place of BATH PLATFORM SPRING

Ninth

V*k

>

Only ImporteA by

for Farmers.

Notice is hereby given that the annual
lurks in these symptoms, as they arise charter election for the City of Holland,
will be held on Monday, the 3rd day of
from diseased organs. Parker’s Ginger
April next, (being the first Monday in
Tonic will restore perfect activity to the April) in the several wards of said city,
Stomach, Liver and Kidneys, purify the at the places designatedby the Common

Fourth District— Berrien, Cass, St.

.

EARS-MILLION!

over them, mistakenfor laziness.Danger

Houses, and the following is the new ap-

Price gl.60 per bottle.
raw L -1 1.

rat

edition of Dr.

GISTS.

DHUCi

Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

E.

1882.

^

FOR SALE BY ALL

new

Restored!

WELL'S Celebrated Essay on the radical care of
Spermatorrhceaor Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotcncy,Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc ;
also, Consumption,Epilepsy and Fits, inducedby
self-indulgenceor sexual extravagance. Ac.
The celebrated author, In this admirableEssay,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty year*’ successful practice,that the alarming consequence# of
selfabuse maybe radically cored; pointing out
a mode of cure at once simple, certain and cffectn
al, by means of which every sufferer,r.o matter
what his conditionmay be. may cure himself
cheaply, privately,and radically.
ty* This Lecture should be in the bands of
every youth and every man in the laud.
Sent under seal. In a plain envelope, to any address on receiptof six cents or two postage stamps.
Address

Dr. Marchisl’.Uterine Cathollcon will cure falling of the womb, Lucorrhora, Chronic Inflammation and Ulceration of the Womb, Incidental
Hemorrhage 6t Flooding,Painful, Suppressed
and Irregular Menstruation,
Kidney Complaint,
and la especiallyadapted to the Change ot Life.
Send tor pamphlet free. All letters of Inquiry 41 Ann St,
freely anawered. Addreaeas ahoTe.

HEROLD,

E.

MARCHISF8

UTERINE CATHOLICON,

SOOTS & SHOES

energy fails and a miserable feeling comes To the Electors of the City of IloVand:

passed both

Discoverer of DR,

IsTEW stock:

City of Hol-

Clerk’s Office, City of Holland,
Maich 8th,

m

UTICA. N.Y.,

Dated: Holland, March 8lh, A. D. 1882.

•

every one’s life when

DR. J. B. MARCHI8I,

How

Lost.

Just published, a

A Large and Fine

land.
the

Lease.

The apportionmentbill has

THE~^

J. A.

is an evidence of the corruption and

portionment

A course of BurdockBlood Bitten will utlsff the
ost skepticalthat it it the Greatest Blood Purifter ea
earth. Sold by medicine dealera every- here.
Directions fa eleven languages.FftlCB.fi.aa.

in this office, and that

charging that the bad faith of the majority

other side.

1-ly

“KTEWS"

the Common

Council of the City of Holland, and filed

-

of the congressional apportionments now

In both

1882,

You

between the political parties, re-

of their

9,

already

sponsibilityfor the chicaneryand injustice

is

as the cheapest.

ENGLISH LANGUAGES

Assessors to review said roll.
By order of the Common Council,
moving about without the usual safegaurds
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
and has abandoned his seclusion.
against the czar's life. The czar

study

As cheap

|

the Common Coununder arrest, prevent the death penalty cil has fixed upon the 6th day of April,
A. D. 1882, at 7:30 o’clock p. m., at the
where pronounced, and lighten the senCommon Council room, in said City, as
tences of exile and imprisonment. The the time and place when and where they
nihilists guarantee a cessation of efforts will meet with the said Board of

As

Grubs,
Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum,
Scald Head, Sores, Mercurial
Diseases, Female Weakness
and Irregularities, Dizziness,
Loss of Appetite, Juandice,
Affections ot the Liver, Indigestion, Biliousness,Dyspepsia and General Debility.

unvus

AHnie
Hollahd, Mich., Fob.

are hereby notified that a
undoubted author special assessment roll, for the repair
of sidewalks, has been reported by the

Ity that the czar and the nihilist leaders

to

Pimples and Face

Clerk’s Office,March 15, 1882. f

knowledge.

come

Cures Scrotal*, Erysipelas,

Complete and well selected stock of
Photo, and Autograph

AND—

—

TOBACCOS.

and

JOHN PESSINK.

was constructed largely at the

government expense, but the report alleges
that

CIGARS

China,

Canned Goods, Mackerel, Sardines,
evidence taken by the Sherman Lobsters, Salmon, and everything in that
investigatingcommittee was submittedto
line, even Mustard by measure, can be
the senate, and shows that treasury embought at
and

FANCY GOODS,

HOLLAND

The

ployes worked

in the1

S.

particularsapply on premises

4-2w.

Done

[Promptly

south

be an

Edmuud’s having

to decline the

situated be-

streets, on hill

Now York, to

associate Justice of the
Senator

tween 12th and 18th

L.

&

S.

Hair Good*.

VAN DENHOLLAND
BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

—

T
“
Yesterday wag

St. Patrick’s day.

Farmers,'
plowing.

JOniNGS.
Grand Haven

endeavoring to

is

We

organize a Cornet Band.

Fruit growers meeting to-day.

about time for spring

its

understandthat a new Cornet Band

CANAL

CARPET STORE!!

ST.

and will
we hope it is

has been organizedin tbia city

Yb

editor has the measles and the

Mr. McKay,

Nkws

was

U very tick.

of the

Muskegon

in the city lust Thursday

Chronicle soon

mske

its appearance,

a pleasant call.
e quite prevalent at
^iRARi/tnir

Warm

we

least

Capt. 8. C. Mower, of
fuvenile Band
TWjuveni

mnn

J.

Duursema

was his

It

serenaded ex-alder-

last

town this week.

in

8.

Tuesday evening.

fiftieth birthday.

Rev. H. M. Joy Presiding Elder of

tills

district, will preach on the evening of the
Schr. A. L. Morrisey, of Muske- 20 lost, at the Methodist Church. Sacragon, arrived in this harbor last Saturday, ment at close of sermon.

Tne

water-logged.

A sturgeon was
Mrs. D. W. Doyle, who has been

visit-

CARPETS AND

Dry Goods
/

OIL CLOTHS,

Cincinnati, Wabash and Michigan And other goods usually found in ,a Carpet Establishment.
Railroad is pushing Us extension to Our stock will be all new and fresh, no old patterns, and our
Benfon Harbor at the rale of a mile per prices will be guaranteed lower than any in tne city.
day. At that place it will connect witb C.
F. W. Wurzburg is now in New York City selectinng
& W. M. Ry.

caught fn Kalamazoo

lake, near Saugatuek,that weighed 200 lbs.

ing l^r parents,Mr. and Mrs. S. R.
It was the largestone ever caught
Hough, of Saugatuek, for the last two far up the Kalamazooriver,
weeks, arrived home last Saturday.

we have decided to

Maple Sugar will be served on

A. and Wednesday evening next at the ice cream
Grand Haven, were parlors of Mr. R. A. Brayman, by the
Ladies Aid Society of the M. E. Church.

Maj. Harwood, engineer U.

think so.

add

In addition to our usual large and varied stock of

and made us true.

that

At Hudsonville last Friday night the
by J. Green & Son was

store occupied

NEW SPRING GOODS

burned being a total lota. Building and

i

A meeting
We have

upon good authoritythat

it

another Republican paper and a first-class

one will be established in Grand Haven
between now and

May

U[.—lourierJour-

stock valued at $6,000. Insured for $4,000

will be held in the First

in the Firemen's Ins. Co. of Dayton, O.

For every department. Our stock this spring will be larger
than ever
r betore. New Noveltiea arriving every day.

Ref. Church, next Wednesday evening,
for the purpose of selecting a pastor from
the trio that was

made

at a late

meeting of

The school

children of District No. 1,

township of Filraore, will give a school

Wednesday evening, March
29. The children take great interest in
On the success of the exhibition, and it

Don’t buy your Carpets until

see

F.

Married— Me Ewing— Van Ry.
Wednesday, March 15, 1882, at the resi- promises to be a grand affair.
and wife, L. Rohenson, Dad. Morris and
dence of bride’s mother, by Rev. D. Van
W. Van Weigle, of this city left for DakoA people’s caucus will be held at the
Pell, Duncan S. Me Ewing to Anna Van
ta, last week where they will engage in
Townhouse in the Township of Holland
Mr. A. D. Nelson and wife, R. Church

Ry. _____

on Saturday, March 23lb, 1882, at

1

WURZBURG..

W.

BRONSON- STS.

OOR. OA-ISTAL

Grand Rapids, Mich.
l-ty.

o’clock

Professor—‘•Which is the most deli- p. m. for the purpose of nominating canSells Brothers, the museum men, want cate of the senses!’’ Sophomore— “The didates for the several Township offices, a
four handsome ladies. Why don’t they touch.” Professor—“Prove it ^’Sopho- so-called “double ticket” will be made.
once. We more— “When you sit on a pin yob can’t
Upon request of
could furnish them any size, shape or see it, you can’t hear it, you can’t taste it, Township.
•end their orders to Holland at

complexion,and any age from 16

to 00.

Treasurer Van Schelven has

you

notice from military headquarters that the

S.

Brouwers, of Zeeland, is the sole

Importer of BrouwersCotfeeExtract, which

expense of the state troops in defending^is made in Friesland, Netherlands. It ia
the jail against the Voccamp lynchers, claimed that this extract is the best in the
amounts
amount

STEKETEE'S

several citizensof said

can’t smell it, but it’s there.

Mr.

received

GRAND HAVEN
The

ITEMS.

Neuralgia Drops,

mouth
of the harbor, burned last Thursday. It
bad beeu unoccupied ‘for some time but
old Bennett house, near the

The only medicines need without turning (he
atomach wrong aide out. I warrant the core of

and he has paid that market, it saves coffee and gives an addi* was being fitted up by Mr. H. Hicks, who
llonal flavor. It can be procured of P. &
state.—
Lake Message.
intendedto have moved in the next day.
A. Steketee, of this city, and J. don HerOwing to Us solitarylocation and absence

to $131.83

to the

List of letters remaining in tiie post-

der, of Zeeland.

of water in the vicinity the Fire Depart-

ment was called out
1 “Look heah, ’squire,dab’s a nigger in
Frank Bruce, Peter Brace, Mrs Emma Galveston what’s been sassin’ me; supQuite a change has taken
Eilyk, Miss Frank Hawger, Miss Funny posin’ i just maul the life outeh him?”

NEURALGIA,

office at Holland, Mich., March 17, 1882:

Mohr.

The lawyer replied: “You would be

Wm. Vbrbrkk, P. M.

you

jokin’. What do white folks care for

We

are instructed,by parliesinterested, one nigger moah or lest
to inform this public that the assertion done took!”

made

apt to

get your neck stretched.” “Now hois
is

now

de census

“twenty families had

providing it Is naed according to dlrectloa.

ven Barge Company has sold out bis

and

the

in-

there has been

lathe only snre care

ami Capt. John

lector Spalding, gave President Arthur

the necessity of enforcing

bis views as to

:omposing the

•nd nine guilty men have already escaped
vaccination upon immigrants. The chief
in this county.”
magistrateoffered to send to congress a

line.

GEO. G. STEKETEE,

been

GRAND RAPIDS, MICE.

Otto Breyman
by Grand

IPHCEINTX
Planing Mill

89 Monroe

a perfect auccesa. Already

hour large numbers of the best

citizens with their ladies were filling the
spacious appartmentsoccupied

Haven Lodge No.

139 F.

& A.

M.

-Dealer io

At the

nearest estimate not less than 110 couples
sat

down

to enjoy the splended supper pro-

vided for them by the fraternity. The
In

message asking for the national board of

lag two

Campus. At
members of

a late

Faculty meet-

The

following are the subjects of dis-

the Senior class were course in the English Churches in this city,

suspended from recitations,but have since
been granted that privilege,but are

Hope Church— Rev. D. Van

still

a pleasant evening;the

Pelt, Pastor.

Last Wednesday evening, about half-

D. Terwilliger, Pastor. Morning, “Grati-

Mr. G. Hekhuis was

tude for Divine Beneficence.” Evening,

home “Healing Waters.”
with his wife and infant child, some
George Mahotty suddenly appearde in
fooliah boy, threw a snow ball at his
Berlin some time ago and settled as a
horse, who took fright, turned short,
permanent resident,near Mud Lake, living
tipped the buggy over, and injured his
in a house with a man named Alexander
Wife quite severely. With some difficulty
Visher. On February 5th Mahoffy agreed
•he was gotlnto the drug store of Schouto do some work for a man named Bowten & Schepers, where Dr. Schouten adman. He failed to come around and do
ministered to her relief, and it was fully
the work and has not been seen since. It
an hour and a half, before she recovered
was thought that Visher had put him out
sufficientlyfrom the nervous shock to be
of the way. Last Monday the sheriff and
got home. If the parents will not, someprosecuting attorneywent up to investibody ought to look after the boys who
gate the matter. They examined Visher and
Infest our streets nightly.
he said that Mahoffy had gone away and

Beal Estate Jransfers in Ottawa

Chicago and
and West Michigan railway, iaat week
closed a contract with the South Chicago
Rolling-Mill company for steel rails, to be
and general manager of the

used in the construction of the extention

him

in

charge of things. The

officers

searched everywhere for evidences of foul
play but could find none.— G. H. Herald.

An

the benefit of the
teachers of Ottawa County will be held
in the village of Spring Lake beginning
institute for

Jg^gj^ ^gtCllBS
Silnmrt, Fkltinn,

This list Includes only such as seem to
be bona fide sales, quit claims, where the
consideration is very small, not given.

ui fucj

building from

1 haye engaged the services of Mr. N.
Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
mechanic, who will do the repairingof
watches, so that our work can be war-

H.

to

La Crosse

is

New

14-5-14. |2.800.
Qcrrit J. Looks and wife to John II. Loeks, and.
*of w Jfs w# seW, sec. 5-5-18. $250.
All
MaryetteLa Clear to Gerrtt J. Loeks et. al., s e ¥
to be just as
a e JA of sec. 8-5-18. $1,800.
Albert Kterken to Trtjtjeatterken,
s w 14
n
sec. 9-5-18. |
I will also keep on hand a fall line of
Hans Anderson and wife to John C. Post, s w frl.
54, sec. 88-5-16.$25.
Samuel C. Marvin to Chancer A. Lilllbridee,20
acre In n w cor. sec. 36—8—13. $1,000.
Arend Van der Veen and wife to Pieter Naderveld,
lot 5, blk. 6. Akcley’s add. Graad Haven. $400
‘ wife,
. .......
Cornelias J .DeRooi
e Roo and
to Halbert Keppel,
part und. M
14—15,
9, Zeeland. $8,041 11.
__ lots
ota 1414—
15, blk 2,
John
^
n W.
Curtis toi George W. Shears et. al, • e J4
and examine our stock.
n e J4. aec. 4-8-15. $350.
James Sawyer and wlfo to Joshua 8. Wicks, lot 8, trouble to show Goods.
blk A, Sawyer's add. Coopersvllle.$160.
O.
Walter F. Doty and wife to Philip C. Irish, e X
Holland, Mich., Jan. 1,
48-ly
a w frl. J4. <*. 88—6—16. $150.
Hiram Hunger to Joseph Gibbs, n e W s e 34,
sec. 12-8-15.$800.
Anna P. Mower to John Vaupcll, w ¥ a w 34, sec.
12-6-15. $175.
Freman Lathropand wife to Franklin C. Marsar.
s e 34> mc. 12-6-16. $215.
Jan Spkerman and wife to Qerrit Brouwer, n
n */4 • w 34, sec. 8-5-15 (part) $2,500.
Jan Spkerman and wife to Horm Ten Have, a

represented.

und.

w

SPECTACLES
—and a—

.

grade

is finished,and track-laying is in progress
at

the

initial

point. The

cost

of the

ex-

tention will be at the rate of $20,000 per

mile. Avery

large item of expenditure

haa been the aggregate sum paid for the
right of way through farming lands.

La Crosse, Ind., the extension

with the

will

w

New York, Chicago and

Louis railway, and in a distance of

St.

thirty-

present and ahare in the general good.

It is

the wish of the County Examining

Board

that school boards will arrange

their vacations to

enable their teachers to

WARD

FIRST

¥

nJOwM.

sec.

¥

8-5-15. tiooo.

lot S,

GroceryHouse

'

dred miles. Mr. Kimball states that the be provided fer their accommodation.

*

and eastward afforded
by this extension will add immensely to
the company’! revenues from the lumber

Address,

traffic.

Spring Lake.

J.

Warnock, Jr.,
or JAs. F. Zwemer,

Secretary of Board of Examiners.

WERKMAN

A YAH ARK.

GRAY'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE
TRADR MARK The Great Kn-TRADC
gtiah Remedy,
an anfaillnccnre
for aemlnal weak

new,

Sperms-

tontea,
tency,

I

m po-

and

alt

Diseases that follow as sseqnence
of 8aJf

Abnsej'ss

lUlllTUMluX^uiS:
tnde, Pain In the Baek, Dimne«a 0/ Vision, Pre*
mature Old Age, and many other Diseases that
lead to Insanity or Conanmptlonand a Prematarc Grave.
HTFull particulars In onr pamphlet, which we
deelre to lend free by mail to every one. Ths
SpecificMedicine la ' sold by all drugilet at $1 per
paekege, or six packages for $5. or will be teni
free by mall on receipt of the money, by ad-

....

Main Street, Butolo. N.T.
For Bale In BollaadbyHeber Walsh. St-ly

'

$160.

stress of n aide a e 34 eec. 12-8-14. $24100.
Ambrose R. McKay and wife to Idwin R. Ford,
50 scree In a e 34 n e M, aec. 12-8-14, alao 10
seres In a e 34. aec. 12-8-14. $2,000.
George G. Reynoldaet. al. to Charles R. Mlckaw,
lota 19-20, LamooL $400.
Johannes Van Regenmorterand wife to Jan Damstrata
perl) com.
w corner, see.

nd.

will please notify the local committee of Jan Terbeek and wife to Frederick De Groot,

outlet southward

4

88-ly

dressing TUR GRAY MEDICINE CO.

blk
blk 1,
1. Keppel’a
Kennel'sadd.
add.to village of Zeeland.

The extension of the

give it a total length of about four hun- their Intention, that boarding placet can

notice.

1881.

attend. Teachers expecting to be present

LaCrossa

Or anythingin onr line manafactnred on ehoH

BREYMAN.

five milea will ihtersectsix other railroads.

line to

STEAM

sm ran

No

Come

Gnataf Londberg and wife to William G. Harris.
¥ acre In sec. 15-8-15.$90.
R. W. Putnam, of Ypsllanti. The morn- Aloys Bila and wile to Thre Stadt lota 4 and 15 blk
t, Hopklna add to Spring Lake. $125.
ing and afternoon sessions will be devoted
Martha Uanacblldt by guardian to Berman Schnl
n w 14, n w 34 »ec. tt-7-16. $170t
to the discussion of topics of peculiarinIvert Schultz to Jan H. Schultz, nod. 34 e 34 e 34
terest, while the evening lecture will be
• w ¥ aec. 80-5-14. $150
Robt. Den and wife to Lambaitna Boerema, lot 8
of a popular character. Let every person
blk. S Hopklna add. to Spring Lake, $400.
who expects to teach the ensuing summer Catherine MoKsy et. al. to Kdwin R. Ford, 40

At be

connect

A

KILN

DR/Y

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

Buffalo Prof. G. J. Kollen, of Holland, and Prof.

thirty-five miles— the

WE HAVE

DRYING OF LUMBER WE SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
the Goods are warranted
DOORS, BASH AND BLINDS,

e

July 1. The distance from

who

Nicholu Trompion and wile to Jacob Trompen,
• e* ne * and nl-5 etf no* ae*. aec. ranted.

New

Ion, as projected, will be completed by Z. C. Spencer, of Battle Creek, asliitedby

satisfy all

on

Booit

Buffalo to La March 27th and continuing to March 81st. Catherine McKay to Kdwin R. Ford, 40 acres of n
aide a
aec. 11-8-14. ^600.
Crosse. Mr. Kimball said that the extern The Institute will be coodncted by Prof. James Moerdllk and wife to William De Free, part

now

we can
want

confident

Re-Sawing Done.

driving downEigbth street on his way

left

Approved Patterns,

the most

Planing, Matching,

For the weeh ending Feb. 16, 1882.

King’s Son.”

Mr. George C. Kimball, vice president

And we are

assembly dispersed

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. M.

.past seven o’clock, as

Machineryof

near midnight.

under the taint. We understand that the Morning, “The Gospel an Ancient Hcritmain proof of the seniors’guilt lies in the age.” Evening, “Parable of Marriageof
|<ze of certain footprints found.

rebuildingonr new ahop we have purchased
entirely new

to-morrow’sservices:

for

Sole Proprietor.

St.,

had the pleasure of participating therein,

Some very grave misdemeanors have health all needed authority to enforce Eastern Star Degree was conferred on
nearly 100 ladies by Mr. Geo. E. Hubbard
recently been committed in the buildings
sanitary regulations.
the W. M. of the Lodge. After spending
belongingto Hope College and also on the
College

bottle.

FOB SALE BY ALL DBTJOGtXSTS.

The Masonic Reception held last Fri
day night, is pronouncedby those who

at an early

accompanied by Senator Sawyer and Col-

Price 60c per

cents per bottle. For sale by all Dnrggista. Be*
waro of counterfelta.

imong the masters of the different barges

to have

officerof Chicago,

the destroctlon of the

it

Last Saturday afiernoon as Mr. Peter' Furlong,mansger in place of Mr. Kirby,
was putting the umerous changes are also spoken of

harness

for

Pin Worm, and
alao takes the Stomach and Tape
Company. Sena- Worm.
No phyalc la necessary.Price, only 25

Corbijn, of Overijscl,

men should escape than that one innocent
Ss"T5r. De Wolf, health
man should be punished.” “Yea," said
but in the opinion of the Court the ninety

W.

Kirby, formerly manager of the Grand Ha-

a re-organizationof

“It U. better that ninety and nine guiltyV his sudden death.

the witty Judge, “I will give that charge,

place in the

place. Capt. T.

ia

on his horse, the animal kicked,
striking
him in the abdomen. He died
duty bound to correct their unjust asset
Monday
evening of the injuries sustained.
tion.
Mr. Corbijn waa an estimable young man,
A lawyer once asked the late Judg well spoken of by all who knew him, and
leaves a bride of a few months, to mourn
. Pickens, of Alabama, to charge the jury
,

affairs in thia

tor Ferry being present,

left the

Third Ref. Church," is a malicious
falsehood. We think the Orondwet is

Marine

terest in the concern,

in the Orondwel of this week, to the

eflect that

our new stock and

exhibition on

the congregation.

nal.

farming, speculating, etc.

you

our prices.

n e 34

a

e 34. eec.

34

16-5-12. $280.

$1,300.

GREAT REDUOTXOJT
IN PRICES IN

Having purchasedthe Interestformerlyowned
by Mr. M. 8eery, and having leased my Hotel, 1
will devote my entire attention to the Grocery BoaInesa. and therefore respectfullycall the attention
of the citizens of Holland to my new boalneM.
The store la on
<

the

Cor.
I will

endeavorto keep on hand

a

complete anp-

pj^andAUallorders promptlyto ths beat of my

Give us a

THE

JEWELRY STORE

Eighth and Fish St.

ALBERS,

J.

Btbiit, HOLLAND, MICH.

trial before
Clocks which fasve been sold

you judge us.
JA8.

>

,seob Bolt to Johanna Bolt, e 3f lot 10 blk 8, Bolladd. Grand Haven. $200.

ywood

Prop’r.

8th
•

Helena M. Punatlehlto Jan D. Heider, part lot 18
blk 80, Holland. $400. Qeert Steen to A. John Barges, 34 acre In n e cor.
eec 82-8 -12. $175.
Wallace F. Chamberlain and wife to Benton I.
Green, 40 acree, n e fri J4 of a w fri 34, aec.

5—6—18.

JAMES RYDER,

• Holland, April 13.

RYDER.

1881.

for $4,

are

now for sale at $8. The entire stock on
band will be sold at that rate. Plated

10-tf

ware, Spectacles, etc., etc., will be sold at
cost for the next 60 days.
Oct.

15.

1881.

87-1/

*

II OIRf*
-

But when Sunday arrived Alicia’s

WITH THE CALICO

sonnet of inauguration wad ready, and
she herself seated in state to receive her

DRESS.

guests.
was

A Ar for yonr fwiWoiuble girl*,
With their velvet* »nd witin* and Uoet,
Their dlaiudnd* and rtbie* and pearl*,
And their milliner*’ figure*and face*.
They may ibine at a pariy or ball,
Emblaionedwith half they pomom;
But give me, in place of them all,
My girl with the calico drew I
Yonr di&d^cKend^OpIlifig*
ih*y tpeer

“ Ah

1

,

'

thinking, fixing her

” she

bright expectant eyes on the door.
“ Now I shall have an hour of really delightful converse. It thrillsmy soul to
think of the poetio minds with whom I

^

,

be/m

shall sodn

>

contact”,

actual

Sappho, in( the person of Mrs. Buzzard,
^ was the first to arrive. She was a tall,
Would set a whole iceberg on fire.
gaunt woman, with blue spectacles and
She can dance, but *ho never allow*
The hugging, the tqueeze and oa^ew;
a dusty dress, and an air of timidity, as
She 1* uving *11 theee for her pou*o—
if the mau Fh° hod given her the right
i'fy girl with the calico drew,
to sign her name Buzzard was accusShe’* a* plump a* a partridge;and fair
tomed to exercise certain rights of his
A* the ro*e in it* earliest bloom;
own with a too untangiblereserve.
Her toeth will with ivory compare.
And her breath with the olover pertuae.
- ' “ My dearThaliaj” she said, in a low,
hurried voice, “tne pleasure of tho
meeting is beyond 1 the expression of
words. . I Have brought a little poem to
express my appreciation of your uncommon talents, and the uncommon talents
COLIN CLOUT.
of our brothersand sisters. But I will
reserve it. L see I oome like the dawn
At 18 Alicia Grand had consented to
become Alicia Little. She had yielded in summer, almost too soon.”
“ Never too soon, dear Sappho,” murto the earnest entreaties of Mr. Little,
mured
Alicia.
but she always declared herself ill“There is one thing I should like to
matched, and pronounced it impossible
say before the others come,” said Sapto be happy with a man who was not fa)ho, hastily,, and nervouslylooking over
mous. As tUey^wivanqpdMr.Vnt- P
jet ahoulde^ from time to time, as if she
tie felt that* m.Fodyig MtesGlWfl^AO h.
saw the form of Mr.' Buzzafd in some
strenuously that she ha J been compelled
remote corner. “The cherished comto yield, hp had performed an action of
panion of your walk through life’s shade
peculiar bareness, only to be oVerfftoked
and sunshine — does lie approve V”
at all by the fact of its haying been comThe opportunearrival of Mr. Budge
mitted in the alnMst juvenile flays 6f his
at this moment saved Alicia the necessi22d year.
...... ...... ......
ty of a reply, and she had scarcely wel“ But perhaps I shall be famous yet,
comed, and introducedhim to Sappho,
he said, sometimes.
when Mr. Lnshington appeared; and
No, no,” rephed Alicia,, sadly. “It was immediately followed by the enis too unlikely. * Ybu won’t go into Par- trance of Miss Butcher, Miss Flint and
liament, and there is nothing else you Mr.
, ’f'

J

.

.

.

.

..

Salmon.

“

Blit I have no taste for Parliament,”
said Mr.

I

toous
a^riatuie diefates. Yn^hhow

liittle. If

Jb|

^

pleasures before us,

gajd Alicia, siuilipg round her. “First,
td-testifyour unspeakable admiration of

must)®'
one could iidt expect evetyb|ie to be*hke
your favorite — Coliu Clout ”
“ Oh, don’t name Colin Clout,” cried
the w#e, raising her hands in entreaty.
it

We have two

Weekly Idyllic has been weak enough
to publish.”
Alicia knew not what to do. But,
after a momentary pause, a bright idea
struck her.

“Perhaps we had better read our
poems first,” she said. “ We can sign

o

1

what

curious,

^oems.”

title,

But

its cduLtftilts1 ^.ere ibcdmparahla
The book was in every one’s hand, it
was thoTtheiheicf every tongue, -AJicia
purchftsei^it:aqq learaed 'ntiih of i| hj
heart,'tecpmgit cardfuHy from her hus-

band.

,

.

,

may

back.

'

*

the mysterious power which waa removing
them. Instead of common symptoms it often
bows none whatever,but brings death snddenl^nandM anoh is usually supposed to be heart

concluded.

“Why

,

piece possessed, at least, the merit of

brevity.
“Thank

. .

“ What

!” cried Alicia, at last finding

words. “You know Colin Clout? Why
you,” she exclaimed, cheer- have you never told me so before, O
fully. “Those are very pretty lines, most uupoetical husband ? Why, why
dear Sappho. Daphne, may we now have you never introduced him to me ?”
call upon you?” But Daphne w(
“ Because he is not the sort of a man

1

,

.

not read.

you like.”

“She cannot read while that monster
sleeps,” announced Clarinda.
Half-amused,half-disgusted,Alicia

“

How

Rooherteb, N. Y., Jan. 81, 1882.

.

do you

begged the gentlemen to bring forward
their productions,whereuponEugeniu.s
standing, and with much oratoricaleffect,
recited a poem which he had entitled
The Murderer,” and which was very

know ?” she asked im-

been publishedunless strictlyso, is the following testimonial from the best citizensof Rochester, and a card published by Rev. Dr. Foote,
which you are at liberty to use if yon wish.
U. IL Wab.nku A Co.

“Impossible!”
“ Indeed, it is true. We are as like as
twin brothers.”
“ I cannot believe it,” said Alicia,emphatically.

“ But, my darling, listen to me. I
As no one remarked upon. this, have often been on the point of telling
however, Eugenius reseated himself, you before, but something has always
stayed me. I know not whether poets
with satisfaction.
Narcissus’poem was called “Place are* born or made, but I have written
aux Dames,” and opened by asserting poetry all my life, and now I am proud
to tell my wife that her husband is
that—
Ladle* are like radiant rode*,
famoqs,. for — he is Colin Clout !
Men are groveling worm*—
And the poet kissed away the penitent
whereat Sappho shivered visibly, and
tears that started into Alicia’s eyes, and
seemed to imply that, whatever women
the penitentwords that rose to her lips.
might be in brighter spheres, she had
never discoveredanything groveling or
AN UNUSUAL FURORE.
worm-like in the men she knew best,
and notably not in the one whose name
A Recent Excitement Inreetignted by
she bore.
tbe Herald and the Reunite Made
“ Thank you, Narcissus,”said Alicia.
Public.
“ You are very chivalrous. I suppose,”
[From the Cleveland (Ohio) Herald.]
she added, “there is no good in waiting
A few weeks ago we copied into our colimns
for Florimel.”
from the Rochester (N. Y.) Democrats and
“ Oh no ! let ns not intrude on the
realms of his balmy slumbers,” said Chronicle“ A Remarkable Statement,”made by
J. B. Henion, M. D., a gentleman who is well
Bappho.
“Will not the honeyed hp of Thalia known In this city. In that article Dr. Henion

Aram.

’

You

did not think I was so antique
and unwieldy,” said the old gentleman,

crossly: “People never do think. I
beg you, madam, to tell me how I could
have^urnisted^rae
‘.Poet’s Corner ’ for
the Convcrmtionalist for the last fifty
yean, if I were not 70?”
44 We were not aware you had done
so,” said Miss Butcher.
But a chair suitableto the needs of
embonpoint beinK now procured, a degree of harmony felt u(x)n the scene,
apd the poets and -poetesses looked expectantlyat Alicia.
“ If Thalia would unlock her lips,
suggested Mr, Lnshington, theatrically.
We ore met together, dear poet
friends,” began Alicia, “ to congratulate
ourselves, the world and the author,
upon the appearance of a volume of
poems of unsurpassed beauty, by Colin

To Whom il may Concern :
hi tho Rochester (N. Y.) Democrat and
Chronicle of Dec. 81, 1881. there appeareda
statementin the form of a card from Dr. J. B.
Henion, of this city, recountinghis remarkable
recovery from Bright’s disease of the kidneys,
after severaldoctors of prominence had given
him up, by the use of a preparationmanufactured in this city and known as Warner’s Safe
Kidnev aud Liver Cure.
We are personally or by reputationacquainted with Dr. Henion, and we believe ho would
publish no statement not literallytrue. We
are also personallyor by reputation well acquaintedwith H. EL Warner A Co., proprietors
of this remedy, whose commercial and personal
standingin this community is of the highest
order, aud we believe that they wonld not publish any statementswhich were not literally and
strictlytrue in every particular.

C. R. Pabsons, Mayor of Rochester.
Wm. Pubcell, Editor Union and Advertiser.
W. D. 8hubat, Surrogate Monroe county.
Edwabd A. Fbobt, Clerk Monroe county,
E. B Fenneb, District Attorney Monroe oo.
Daniel T. Hunt, Postmaster, ^Rochester.
J. M. Davy, Ex-Member Congress,Rochester.
John 8. Morgan, Special Co. Judge, Monroe
co.

Hiram Sibley,Capitalist and Seedsman.
W.C. Rowley, County Judge, Monroe county.
John Van Voobhis, Member of Congress.
Charles 15. Fitch, Editor Democrat and
Chronicle and Regent of the UniYersity.

him, and a few days thereafterwe published

III: ,

To the Editor

recounted a wonderful experiencewhich befell
from the same paper a second article, giving an

* *

Sms: Acknowledgingyour favor duly received, we would say : Tho best proof we can
give vou that the statements made by Dr.
flenioh are entirely true, and would not have

patiently.
“ He is very like me, dearest.”

could not bear to have you touch
read her own poem to us? ” insinuated
it, my dear,” she said, putting it beEngenius.
hind her
Acquiescing Alicia opened the postfo“ Why not ? ” he asked.
lio in which she had left her sonnet.
“ How often have I told you that you
But it was gone, and in its place lay au
had no soul, no ideas,” said Alicia.
unpretendingsheet of note paper, on
^
“ You, who can sit scribbling on the
“ Unsurpassed as yet,” correctedMiss which she knew no verse of hers had
back of an envelope, amid a chattering Butcher. “I know of but one work to ever been transcribed.-Nevertheless a
crowd, eaippot concha the creative mo- supersede it, and that is, ‘The Remains sonuefc was there, ^nd it was signed by
ment, when the poet, wrapped in soli- of Daphne,’ as yet unpublished, but to
the name of Colin Clout.
tude, forces words to express his be committed to the press by me, after
“Something very stranga has happened,” cried Alicia. “ I cannot account
the death of my friend,Misa Flint.”
“No, I -cannot,” said Mr. Little,
“ After my death,” said Miss Flint, for it or explain it, but it is most extrafrankly.
who looked many years younger than ordinary. 1 placed a sonnet of my own
“ Then what would be the good of mv
in this portfoliothis morning ; it has
Miss Bl cher.
allowing yon to read /-His -Poems?’*’
been spirited away, and lo ! a sonnet of
: “ Madam,” said Mr. Salmon, with
«&id
w j
sarcasm, “may you live a thousand Colin Clout’s has replacedit ! ”
“ At least you might read them to
“ I imagine that Colin Clout is an acyears
me,” he urged. Whereupon Alicia conquaintance
of Thalia’s,”observed Cla“Narcissus, ’’interrupted Alicia, quickeented so far as to read aloud the openrinda frigidly. “ Probably the explanaly and* turning to that personage, a sad“ I

and

from

1

but-”
44

fully aa fatal Eutiro families,
their ancestors, have died,
yet none of tho number knew or realized

inheriting it

•'

duced for this occasion. Mr. Salmon—
Florimel— I beg you to be seated.”
For Florimel, apparently the stoutest
“Your lips seem to , profane his existr
of the group, remained standing.
ence. Colin Clout is a splendid poet.
“ Mv good madam,” he said, huskily,
He will soon be the poet of the time. and with some irritation,“I am 701
You can’t understandhis poetry, and You can’t expect seventy years to reyon should. not speak pf him./ ’With me uose themselves upon low chairs and
it is difTetitafc. I' have'boeA a poetess
divans— like these l”
from my birth.”
Eu genius, whose appearance was
Alicia had indeed written some very
characterizedby an extreme pallor and
fine poems, of great length and in blank
fragility, looked disgusted. Clarinda
verse ; but their success had not been
very great, and publishers,though po- come together, leaned back their chairs
lite, had been unappreciative.
with gesturesof abhorrence.
But she wan wont to send copies of
“ Mr. Budge, pray ring the bell,” said
her poems to six uhkholni fHends,' three
Alicia.
A more convenientchair shall
poets and three poetesses,whose acquaintance she had formed through the be brought. I am sorry, Mr. Salmon,
perusal of their verses in papers and
magazines, and with whoni she Corresponded diligently, notwithstanding
that the names of some of them’ were
even less poetic, and euphonious than
her own. jf ft} fjp/ fj 0.1 ,1 3 0
. J .1
She had been married several years
when Colin Clout, the poeLwlmaa tyrae
waxed greater with'qverfjme foeyrote,
published a volume bearing the some-

common and

The second article, entitled ‘^Excitementia
Rochester,"was made up of interviewswith
Dr. Henion himself, who confirmed all said in
was
_
I call upon you to begin ? ”
his card, aud also witn Mr. H. H. Warner. The
When
the
guests
had
departed,
Mr.
Clarinda acquiesced and proceeded in
Little ventured into the drawing-room, latter gentleman did not regard Dr. Henion’s
blank verse to describe a storm, then a
case as particularlyexceptional, becausehe bad
calm, in language equally well chosen. where he found his wife looking flushed known 'of very many such cures by the same
means in all parts of the laud. Kidney disThe reading had continued for about and fatigued.
. “ I am afraid you are very tired, ray eases, he said, are carrying off tens of thousands
a quarter of an hour— for the poem was
every year, while Bright’s diseaseis increasing
long— when a sudden deep and sonorous darling,” he said, taking her hand. “ But 260 per cent, a decade, and yet the people do
sound disturbed the tranquillityof the I hope you have enjoyed your friends. not realize it or seek to check it until too late.
Tell me* how you got on.”
He relatedhow 'a New Orleans medicalprolittle party. Sappho looked apprehen“ Well, they all agreed to sign the me- lessor, lecturingou this disease, thinking to
sively at Florimel, and put her finger to
morial at last,” said Alicia, somewhat show his class what healthy fluid* were, subher lips.
“Oh! pray don’t wake him!” she dejectedly. “ But they disappointedme.
murmured. “Pray do not rouse him Their conversationwas not a bit more
poetical than— than yours, and their be- which proved fatal in less than a year. There
from his rosy dreams.”
havior was less so ; for you are always was also an interview with the celebrated chem- '
“ He snores,” pronounced Euginius.
agreeable and polite, and they were 1st of the New York State Board of Health, Dr.
“ He is asleep, you know,” said Nar8. A. L&ttimore,who said he had analyzed the
either rude or awkward.”
cissus, with a feeble desire to make
remedy which cured Dr. Henion, and found
• Mr. Little smiled. “ You must expect
that it was “enurely free from any poisonous
things clear. .
‘ *
eccentricities from bom poets,” he re- or deleterious substances.”
.Clarinda folded up her manuscript
Wo have made these condensations in order
with much parade. “ Intolerable coarse- marked.
that all the material facts may be set before our
“Nonsense,
my
dear,”
cried
Alicia.
ness,” she ejaculated.
readers. Since tbe publicationof these two
“ They are no more born poets than you
articles,having been besieged with lettersof
should the reading step?”
are. As for me, I am never going to inquiry, we sent i communication to Dr. Henion
asked Alicia, rather anxiously. “If
and also one to H. H. Warner A Co., asking if
write a line again— never 1 ”
Florimel does not care to listen,it is his
“Well, was the sonnet of inaugura- any additionalproof could be given us as to
loss alone.”
tho validity of the statements published. In
tion appreciated ? ” asked Mr. Little.
answer thereto we have received tho following
But tho steadfast Clarinda shook her
“That is a great mystery,” said letters,which add interest to the entire subject
head. An unpardonable affront had Alicia, in a low voice. “ My poem has
and wholly verify every statement hitherto
been offered to her. “I read no more,” vanished, and in its stead I found tho
made :
she said.
Roceesteb, N. Y., Feb. 2, 1882L
most exquisitesonnet of Colin Clout's.
Alicia begged the others to proceed, How could it have got into my portGintlkmk* : Your favor is received. The
and this they did in turn, but the sleep- folio?”
published statement, over my signature, to
which you refer is true in every respect, and I
ip g form of Florimel and the icy de“ I put it there, dear one.”
owe my life and present health wholly to tho
meanor of the two outraged ladies
“You?”
power of Warners Safe Kidney and.'Liver Cure.
seemed to lie like wet blankets on the
“Yes,” said Mr. Little. “I know It is not surprisingthat people should queslittle assembly. Sappho read first. Colin Clout very well, and I got him to tion tho statement I made, for my recovery
Clarinda and Daphne listened to the write ’ a sonnet, on purpose to please was as groat a marvel to myself as to my physimple doggerel with an almost audible you. You had better give me the mem- sicians aud friends.
*
J. B. Hexiow, M. D.
scorn. Alicia herself was glad that the • orial to make over to him.”

the memorial presently. Clarinda,

Colin Clout, and; then to delight in the
poems which we have, each one, pro-

4

“Until the ‘Keiiiains’ I mentioned
before are publiahed,”said Clarinda,,“I
consider Colin Clout’s poems to be unsurpassed. After that publication,
things will wear a different aspect ; but
at this hour I sign without reluctance.”
“ Then we are all agreed,”said Alicia.
And the real business of the meeting

of the. Living Church, Chicago,
.

Will vou allow the following card, personal
to myself, to appear in your widely-circulated

account of the “Excitementin Rochester,’

^ *fhero was publishedin the Rochester Democrat and Chronicle of the 31st of Dec. last a
nararticleDr. Henion stated that for a number of statementmade by J. B. Henion, M.
rating how he had been cured of Bright’s disyears, up to last June, he had been afflicted
ease of the kidneys, almost in its last stages, by
with what seemed at first a most mysterious the use of Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver

caused by Dr. Henion’s statement In the

Clout.”

first

D„

ttonble. Ho felt unaccountably tired at fre- Cure. I was referred to in that statement, as
quent intervals ; he had dull and indefinite having recommendedand urged Dr. Henion to
try the remedy, which he did, and was cared.
pains in various parts of his body and head,
Now, the republ shing of his statementin
and was very hungry one day and entirely
many of the leading journals of the day has
without appetite the next However, as a
physician he thought and so did his fellow- been the cause of au incessant flow of letters to
me making many inquiries, but chiefly whether
pbysicians, that ho was soffering from malaria.
But yet he grew worse, and was finally the statement is true or a mere advertising
obliged’to give up a large and lucrative prac- dodge, etc., etc.
I beg, therefore,to anticipateany further
tice. 8 till he was not consciousof his danger,
nor that a monstrousdisease was becoming inquiries,and save time and labor and some
postage, by saying that the statement of Dr.
fixed upon him, although all his organs had become gradually weakened. The symptoms Henion is true, so far as it concerns myself,
above described continued, accompaniedby and I believe it to be true in all other respecte.
others of an aggravatednature, and he noticed He is a parishionerof mine, and I visited him
tion is in that fact ”
a peculiar color and odor about the fluids he in his sickness. I urged him to take the medi“I do not know him. I have never
was passing; that they were abundant one dav cine, and would do tbe same again to any one
seen him. I do not even know his real and very scanty the next, and were covered who was troubled with a disease of the kidneys
Israel Foot* (D. D.),
name,” cried Alicia. “ Loath as I am with froth or filled with brick-doitsediment and
Rector of St. Paul’s Church.
But even then he did not realize his real and
to admit the possibility of miracles,I
Rochester. N. Y.. Jan. 28.
,
own I regard this occurrencewith super- alarming condition. At hurt, however, he was
brought face to face with the fact that he was
stition. But the sonnet, however it a victim of a most terrible disease, and he made
Entertaining Company.
came here, is unsurpassed. Let me read heroic efforts for recovery. He traveled exI
pray
you, oh excellentwife, not to
tensively and consultedtho best physicians, but
it.”
cumber
yourself
aud me to get a rich
they
could
give
him
only
temporary
relief,
and
She began to read' hastily, lest Eugenius should again quarrel with the ad- that principallv in tho form of morphine. And diuner for this man or this woman who
so he grew steadily and constantly worse until has alighted at our gate, nor a bedjective she had adopted ; but all were
his life became a ’torture. His pulse was unchamber made ready at too great a
spell-bound,for the sonnet was one of
controllable.He lived wholly bv injections,
incomparable beauty ; and so graceful and for six days and nights he had the hic- cost. These things, if they are curiwas the tribute which Colin Clout there- coughs conRtantly, which are considered the ous in, they can get for a dollar at the
village. But let tins stranger see if he
in paid to the poet souls at the moment sure indications of coming death.
When hope and life were nearly exhausted will, in your looks, iu your accent and
assembled that even Clannda and Daphhis pastor, the Rev. Dr. Foote, rector of St.
ne murmured applause. The little Paul’s Church, stronglyurged him to try a behavior,your heart aud earnestness,
burst of enthusiasm awakened Florimel, means which the reverend gentleman had seen your thought and will, what he can
who sat up with a start and asked what used with remarkableresults. He objectedat not buy at any price, at any village or
first, but finally consented,and was conscious city, and which he may well travel
time it was.
Sappho hastened to explain what hap- of sn improved condition the first week. His fifty miles, and dine sparingly, and
pains graduallydisappeared ; his stomach repened, and then Alicia, at the instance sumed digestion ; his heart became regular; sleep hard, in order to behold.* Certainly let the board be spread aud the
of Florimel,read the sonnet again.
his headaches disappeared ; he had no more
“Beautiful! beautiful!” said Flori- chills and fever, or acidity of the stomsch ; he bed be dressed for the traveler, but
let not the emphasis of hospitality be
mel, with a sigh. “ My own chorus

U

thoughts.”
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ing dedication to the poet’s wife.
“ Matchless 1” she murmured as she
closed the book.

“Spoilt by that comma at the end of
ine, ” remarked Mr. Little.
It
should have been a semi-colon. I don’t
think very much of Coltn Clout, if this
the third

1

is nil he

cmdo.n' i

.

‘ ‘

i|

'

looking gentleman of about 40, whose
ill-fitting clothes and haggard appearance seemed to bespeak poverty,or a
strange caprice; “ Narcissus, you have
hardly spoken. Do vou not think we
may consider ‘ His -Poems’ an unsurpassed work, and congratulate Colin
Clout accordingly?”
Thus addressed, Mr. Budge glanced
nervously at the four ladies, and then
said. “Yes, yes! Anything you like,
Thalia 1 anything !— pray do so — yes,

liver.

1882.

Alicia hardly deigned a reply. A
slight shiver ran through her frame.
Undoubtedlyif her husband aasumed
the position of a poetical critic her only
ft fuge was io^lenoe. t She took up her
yes 1”
pen and began to write.
“What rhymes with surpass, ladies
“ I have invited my friends here on
and
gentlemen ?” threw in Florimel,at
Sunday,” she observed, coldly. “
.
have never met, but it so happens that this juncture, • .
Alicia and Eugenius smiled. Thus en. we are all in town now, and we mean to
unite in offering congratulation and couraged,Sappho smiled too. Florimel
4
homage to Colin Clout on the appearance laughed aloud.
“ If Thalia is going ,to enouorage such
of * His Poems.’
“What!” exclaimed Mr. Little. coarse frivolity.^’exclaimed Clarinda,
“ Yon are going to have the Budges “ Daphne and I must take our leave.”
“ No, no,” cried Alicia. “ Prav don’t
and Batchers, and all the rest of them,
be vexed, Clarinda. I am sure Florimel
“^es," said Alicia, reddening faintly. meant nothing.”
4t But we have all taken nomde plume*,
in these things. Honor to the house
would not be supportableafter it.”
“ Lass rhymes with sUrpus as well as
where
they are simple to the verge of
“But
do
read
it,”
said
Alicia,
gently.
ass.” observed fsappho, timidly;
Although codhciouh of the cousequenoe*from
“No; it would be too humiliating,” his piofesHionalbrethren, still as a duty to his hardship,so that the intellectis awake
laughed
ly so bftrbarous._ My poetess fnends are
tho8e who hftd frowned before said Florimel ‘< We must sink when fellow-men,and accordingto a vow he made on and sees the laws of the universe,the
what be thought was his dying bed, he pub- soul worship truth and love, honor
itoher, Miss Flint and *rnwnp^ now SaDoho was nainfullv
lished a card detailing hia illness and remarka- and courtesy flow into all deeds. — It.
ble cure. “Since my recovery," he says, “I
W. Emerson.
have thoroughlyreinvestigatedthe subject of
!

We

v

-

! .

:

I

NaroisRua,

Flonmel and Eugenius,

XUC uuoiuoto -“-““I -“is to offer congratulations
Colin Clout on his unsurpassedwork— ”
Alicia,

“ And what are you, dearest?” asked
Mr. LitJJe, with great interest*
*v “ Tnalia ! ” said Eugenius, “ moat de“They ure good enough $o call me
ferentially,but with absolute firmness,
Tholia.v she laid, modestly. She re- T beg to sav that if the word unsursumed her pen, but after dipping it into passed be adflered to1, 1 must sorrowthe ink fereiol tim*Hphs stiUiwprote fully decline tp affix my signature to the
nothing.
memorial.” v,
“What are you doing?” asked her
“But what can we say instead?”
husband. “Could I help you ?,”
asked Alicia, vexed but preserving her
Alicia started. “No indeed,” she
M
said, “lam writing a few appropriate good
“ Keep to unsurpassed,by all means,
lines to celebrate our first meeting ; but,
though I do sadly want a rhyme, it ia said Florimel “ I shall not sign it if it
of no use your offering assistance. be altered. As to Eugenius. the poem
Poets, toy poor husband, are born, not he refers to as surpassingColin Clout is
his own sheepish pastoral, which the

humor.

made.”

kidney difficultiesand Bright’s disease, and I
behove more than one-half the deaUu ichicl^
occur in America are caused by Brights disease of the kidneys. It baa no distinctivesymptoms of its own (indeed it often develops withnet, I admit that Colin Clout is an un- out any pain whatever in the kidneys or their
surpassedpoet. I have wri'.tennothing vicinity),,but has the symptoms of every other
known complaint.Hundreds of people die
to compare with
v >
“ I imagine not,” said Florimel, dryly. daily whose burials ere authorized by a physician’s certificate of 'Heart Disease,’ ‘Apoplexy,’
“ Narcissus will sign also,” said Eu‘ Paralysis,’ ' Spinal Complaint, ’ 4 Rheumatism.’
.... * Pneumonia*and other common complaints,
“Yes, yes,” stammered Narcissus; “if when in reslltyit wa< Bright’s diseaseof the
kidneys. Few physicians,and fewer neoplo,
tho ladies do so, Til do it.”
realize the extent of this disease or ite dangeri, of course,
“ I si(p,
course,” said Alicia, in a
ous and insidious nature. It steals into the
o;
“and
Sapphowill
sign
too.
clear voice
system like a thief,manifest* its presence by
I am sore ; and, dear Clarinda, you and the commonest symptoms, and fastensitself
upon the life before the victim ia aware. It is
Daphne
aphne ?
nearly as hereditary as conaumptlfm.quite aa
The three ladies advanced.

^“ThalW^said Eugenius, coming forward, “I am quite willing to sign the
memorial now. After hearing that son-

it”. ’

genin8.

.

Inspirational pugilism : When Midboy was led out into the woodshed to receive parental discipline for
punching the head of a neighbor’sson,
the old gentleman anticipated the regular proceedings of the meeting by the
remark: “You’ve been licked for this’
sort of thing before and know what to
dleton’s

expect.” “Yes,” whimpered the culprit, “I know I did wrong, but I
couldn’t help it I had an inspiration.”
So had the father, and he fulfilled it with
a

trunk

strap..

The present is the living snm
the whole past,— Cortyte.

total of

“COOL” BURGESS.
The IKaa of

1*1

TerriNot the Way to Do.
sparsely
In localitieswhere the extraordinary
merit of
populated,there is not much danger of Dr. Guyaotl'i Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla becomes known, it leads the sale of all other
overemigrationfor centuries to come.
remedies, and although, in some instances,
SpringfieldRepublican.
certain druggists have been known to recommend some other remedy as a blood purffleror
ing of our other great States

tories

any Laugh*.

A SAINTLY STUMP SPEECH BY A SAINTLY
SINNEB.
[From the Chicago Time*.]

and

_

mean.

I

am the

greatest admirer of

that wonderful medicine there is in the pro-

fession, and there is not an actor in the
country who will not speak in praise of the
Great German Remedy. The oottle which
is produced by mo on the sbige is no 4 prop
bottle,’ but a genuine article, as I never
travel without St. Jacobs Oil. It cured me
of the rheumatism when I was so bad with
that aggravating disease as to have to give
up my business. It cured me permanently,
too, and I am so thankful for being cured
that I praise it continually. It cured my
wife, also, of the same disease, and I know
a score of performers who have been cured
by it. In fact, no performer of good sense
travels without that medicine. You know
rheumatism is their especial dread; sooner
or later it comes to them all, owing to their
mode of living and traveling.”

H. H. Warner A Co. : Sin — For severe^
years I have been a sufferer firm kldnsy disease, and never know what it was to bo free
from pain unlil I used your Safe Kidney and
Liver Cure.
0. EL Harris, u Carl Prelzei"
Perfectly

Frank in

weak lungs, catarrh of the bladder and extreme
physical weaknesa Dr. Guyaott’s Yellow Dock
and Sarsaparillahas brought me out, and made
mo & sound, healthful, vigorous man I can
never say enough for this wonderful strength
and health restoring medicine."

a Friendly Way.

_

_
i

should prefer walking home to Brunswick square (the other end of the town).
I accordinglyproceeded on the seaside
of the esplanade.When just opposite
the Bedford hotel, a carriage and pair
drew up alongside the rails, with two
men on the box and an elderly lady
I

inside.
I was greatly startled, as the wheels
made no noise; but at once I took half a
dozen steps forward to see what it meant,
when I distinctly recognized my grand-

A fortune awaiis Dr. C. R. Sykes, of 169
Madison street, Chicago,if he was not so utterly
opposed to advertising his “Sure Cure for
Catarrh "and “AtmosphericInsufflator,” but
he aayg they need no advertising.

her bed at 7:30 that morning.
“ BEST OF ALL.”
Da. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y,: Dear Sir—
My family has uaed your “Favorito Proacriptnn," and it has dono all that ia claimed for u.
It is the beat of all preparationsfor female
complaint I recommend it to all my customG. & Watebmax, Druggist ' '
'
Baltimore,Md.

ers.

,

The Shoulder Act.
he

Twas not

And

do you really love me, Lilian ?”
asked in eager tones.

For answer, the little head dropped
on his shoulder. He raised it gently
and looked into the pure, sweet Imo uplifted to him. “Have I wou you,
angel?” he murmured in low, earnest
tones.
“I should twitter,”

was the girl’s reply, and again her head sought his
shoulder.—
York Sun.

“GOLDEN 1TIEDICAL DI9COTEBY”
tor all scrofulous and virulent blood poisoniJ»
speciiic. By druggists.

‘

Iftfllill

And we came to know tliat love la a flower
Which only growathdown;
And tw scarcelyspJkfrforthe apace of an hour

OiuhaW

A.
* do., Wholesale Drag*
vlUe. Ohio, writes us of the out* of Mathlael
well known oibsen, who baa been afflicted«
CHiTia In It* wont foim for twelve yt
Balaam cured him, u it baa many othan,

As we drove back through
thr
the town.
1

An Old

Fire

Arm.

A man

in Springfield,Moss., claim*
one of the oldest shooting instrnments
in this country. It

is

though

of a quaint

quite ornamental make, having a carved
handle and being silver mounted. The
barrel is two inches long and of a very

the most rabid Sociolbt ih five minutes
by giving him §500,000. Henry, we are
a raoid Socialist,by inspiration, and if
you can guarantee a cure on one application yqu can send on your medihine.

Headache, bilious attacks,
loss

dizziness,
of appetite, are cured by Kidney- Wort

milk. The man

in question

a cow that was quite peculiar in that she
gave verv poor milk. Upon testing the
cow’s milk was declared to be watered,

unhappy peddler was fined.
But, like a brave fellow, he fought the
matter, and appealed the case to a highand the

er court. A competent chemist analyzed
the milk taken in his presence directly
from the cow, and proved it to be abnor-

mally rich— in water. The man proved
his innocence and escaped unmerited
puniabineut. What afterwards became

hanalMa to tha mo«t

la

dallcata child!

; It OMtalnt ao Opium Hi

EIPKHIIHIII

II

milk.

WHBOX’S OOMPOUXD Of

;

MMoak>bMf«>as4 |M«U, wUk botwin yricMf »U*j

PURE COD LIVER
OIL AND LIME.

•salutes*aai

MaaaAsSaien.(U *m4waj.ft«W

—

•

b"

I

To Coiuomptlwe*.— M**y have been hnupr
give their testimonyIn favor of the use of " Witoor'i
Pur€ Ood-LivtrOU and Un*." Experience hu pro red
it to be s valuableremedy for Conanmption, Aathraa,
Diphtheria,and all dl^ ia-aoftheyhroatand Lunge.
Menufactumlonly by A. B. Wiliiou, Chemist,Boaton.
Bold by *11 drugglat*.
to

m

ferwerl

•72.1.5fS:

USE NONEBUT THE DEST,
THE URf AT FAMH /

£CQ
900

week In you own Iowa. Terms and •> ontfll
free. Address H. HaLLBTT A Oo.. Portland,
*

M*

0h IGINAL

MEN

YOUNB
aatlon.

$5

f ^^CONUNlkATL D lY C

addreas VALENTINE BROS. Janeavffle. Wli

SOIOBY ALL GROCFR'
A.SAlT
PENN A,
SAIT MF ’G.CO.PHILA

$20 ssfis.te.’rcfinssia.is:

to

ME SHOW YOU”

••just lit

DR. FOOTE’S
HAND-BOOKOF HEALTH HINTI

AND READY

p/\l> RI'LIARLE INFORMATION
JL

\

tlr-t-mortKiiseloans, or
fl.

THOMAS

lands, safe H per-cent
municipalMH-urities,write

By tbe author of

PARSONS A CO. Worthingum,Minn.

AMR P.AQFC
LHWU UHOCO,

I

sound

MPuu Homs Tata" abb " Maneoia
Cohmor sail."
1 OQ PAGES of Advloa about DaOr
1 LO Habits, and Recipe*for Ouratf
8

WAR* I.AIMN.PEN*IO\*
tnd

PATKNTH. For

pmeecu.
tlon before Congrexsor the Department*,addrnM W. C.
LANU AN, Claim Agent, die V St. Washington, D. O.
,

The

THRESHERS:
AULTMAN*

II

Common Ailments; a

valuableBook of
Referencefor every family. Only 'iff eta.
The Hand-book contain# chapters oo Hygiene for all seasons, Common sense oa

fit It Iht

Common

Illu*.

'traiedprloellst

free.

THE

.

*04

Illi.

Hygienic Curative

-the

It is

item honorable, p«rClMlaiu!O^,'. 8L°^4

Murray Hill Book Publishing Co.,
IfflJUnJhp Onumr, Niw Tom Oirg

illDC© -!MPK.0VKD. HOOT BEER.
1

1

The Best Field
1

EMIGRANTS.

Consumptionand all Bronchial complaints.

Common Colds neglected, are the cause of onehalf the deaths. Don’t wait for sickness to come,
but this day take home a bottle of Eilert'sExtract of Tar and Wild Cherry, for it may save
tho life of a loved one, when delay would be
death. Sold by all Druggiats,

AN IMMENSI ARIA OF KAILROAB

NEW

ff

ORNAMENTALTREES

FR^k-'SHRUBS, ROSES. 1882.

Besidestbe largest and most complete generalstock of
FRUIT and ORNAMENTAL TREES, ROSES, eto„ In
oil, from selected livers, on
the U. 8. we oiler many Choice Novelties. New
the seashore, by Caswell, Hazard A Co., N. Y.
Abridgod Cataloguemailed frr* to all who apply.
Absolutely pure and sweet. Patients who have
Address
*
once taken it prefer it to aU others. Physicians
Mount Hope Nurseries,Rochester,N. Y.
declare it anperior to all other oils.

AND GOVERNMENT LAN DM, OF GREAT
FERTILITY, WITHIN EASY REACH 09
PERMANENT MARKET. AT EXTREME.
LY LOW PR1CK8, la amr offered fmr sale I*
EAMTIRN OREGON aad KAMTERN WANHINGTON TERRITORY.

Pure ooD-iim

EIXWANGER

BARKY,

GRAIN AT PORTLAND, OREGON, COMA PRICE EQUAL TO THAT OR.
TAINED IN CHICAGO.
Tha early completion of the KorthorkPa-

MAND*

Deacon Smith buys Oarboline,the deodorized petroleuih hair renewer and restorer, and,
ince its improvement, recommendsit to all bis
friends as tho perfectionof all hair preparations. This shows that tho Deacon is a wise
man ancj knows what is what

•4/to R. JB. to Hour oocured, and guarantceo
to tcUlerc cheap and quick traneportation

and food markett both Moat and Weot Tho
opening of this new ooerland lino to tho
Pacific, togetherwith the constructionof tho
network of 700 milm of railroad by the O.M,
6 N. Co. In the valleys of the great Columbia
and Us principal tributaries, renders eertaiss
a rapid inorease in tho value of tho lando
mow open to purchase and pre-emption.
There is every indication of an enormous
movement of population to tho Columbia
Mivor region In tho immedtetifuture.'

. Uncle- Ham’s ConditionPowdV.r prevents
disease, purifies the blood, Improves tno appetite, gives a smooth and glossy coat of hair and
keeps tho animal in good condition. It cores
Distemper, Coughs. Colds, Fevers and most of
the diseases to which Horses, Cattle, Stieop,
Hogs and Poultry are subject and should be
used by every one owning or having the care of
stock. Sold by all Druggists.

LAND* SHOW

gsasppig

save many Uvea, sent free by mall. Don’t delay A
moment. Prevention i* better than cure. L 8. John-

WUUua J.Ootishliii,of Somarvllla,Man.,

Myi: la Ilia
of 1176 I wu taken with bleedingof tbe langa, fallowed by a aevere ooogh. I loat my appetite and fledk,
and wu confined to my bed. la 1677 1 wu admitted So
the hoeplUL Tbe doc to re uld I had a bole In my Inng
big u a half dollar.Atone time a report went arouad
that I wu daad. I gave up hope, hot a friend told me of
Da. William Hall's Balsam fob thx Lunos, I gel
a bottle,when, to my eurpriu,I tommenced to feel bit.
Ur, and toAay I feel bettor than for three yean peat. I
write ttxie hegi*g every one afflictedvlth dlaaaeed long*
will take Da. William Hall'S Balaam, and be convinced INS flOMCMPTION CAM BE CUBED. I can pc*,
livelycay U Ne done more good thaa aU tbe other meAieUeo 1 hav* Ukan tfaoe aay aiokneea.

bob k Co., Boston, Maas., formerly Bangor/

Main*

rate

sir

of Cropo over

D.r

BULL’S

PHlSTORYofraWORLD

CLIMATE MILD AND HEALTHY.
eennt
traveUisSSs

A. L* 8TOKE8,
GaaM Eastern Paee*r Agent,
At Clark HU* ChlcAge, Ilk

TRIHH

PKfl
WHITING TO ADVERTISERS,

O. If. u.
It contains Oi2 fine historicalengravings,
sad is tbe
meet complete History of the World ever published,
Send for
for specimen pagre and extra tome to Agaots.
** , Dleaae aay yon
Addrees
Irata WanoyaL PromaDta Co. Chieago,DL In (bia paper.

WHEN

wm
It

the taste, never fails to cure, and costs only 25
cents a bottle.

SYRUP

saw the

advertise snea*

A combination of Pro-

Peruvian
Bark and Phosphorus itt
a palatable form. The
only preparation of iron
that wUlnot blacken the
teeth,so charcteristie
of
toajtdeof Iron,

iron preparations.

gives color to the blood,]

natural healthfultone to
the digestive organs and
nervous oystem. making \
It ajtpllcablo to Generali
iSfMf Impotence
MANUFACTUIKD SY THS DR*

Iform

Far pamphlet aad map*, deaerlptlve ef

AGENTS WANTED FOR Tl

’ICTCmiAI.

of

kaawa.

DS oToroi mi the
A ora.

9i,60 aa

fall

4

AVERAGE YIELD

WHEAT PER ACER.

RAILROAD LAN

will

REMOVED FROM DEATH.

am

40 BUSHELS OF
Na Failure

standard

agreeableto

Measura*

Knacks Worth knowing, Hints on llathlng,
Nursing the Blok, on Emergencies,t£
her with some of the Private Foruiul*

TAYLOR OO .ManalMd.Ot

O^sWL

R EC IP Elk

Worth 900. Cost 9S%

/J.V about Westernfarm

Tar and Wild Cherry. Thia celebrated remedy
will surely euro Colds, Coughs, Croup, Catarrh,

better not try it, but

Congh Remedy of our age.

_

EM.

^mUreeflhcklckly

Evert Romi should contain EUert’a Extract

Now they speak of Crude Petroleumas a
take Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup

111 It

A.

,

remedy for Consumption

hnffl

M. _B*mUW C*1W fcgrtffcj.
the AmImI MasoaM Maiisn tnttml,
Urt* mw IliMirtU**ata)o,M of
F.

tiiously ajded his remarkable cow in
supplying his customers with transparent

my

IQLO IY IU1 mOICINI PIAlMt

of

the broadestsmile is he who
uses Frazer Axle Grease. Follow his exampls.
Save your horses and bo haopy.

had

Loan mm4

,

The

for thin

the Threat,

Pulmonary Organs*

FECI TO
» m«i

The man with

following short history of the
trials and tribulations of a milkman accused of watering his milk, will interest
the general reader, as proving that in all
casea the vender is not alone to blame

DIbwaam Af

All

Is li

and

A Watery Cow.

Asthma, Croup,

gESErasagca

For Brick and Tile machinery
Address JAMES F. CLARK, Moreuci,Mich.

or enlarged at pleasure by admitting or

• Beecher contends that he could cure

Consumption, Coughs, Colds,

large caliber, so that wheu loaded it
must have been full. The weapon had
originally a flint lock, and tho length of
the gun is only five inches. It has been
iu this country over a hundred years,
R
and is said to have been carried sixty
years by one man in England. The
present possessorhas been urged to sell
it many times, but keeps it as un heirloom
and curiosity.

-

stored in a suitable tank under pressure,
and the balloon would be reduced in size

of the pieddler is not positively* known,
Room for Millions.
but it id currently reported that, .preGermany now claims 45,000,000’in- suming on the fact of his acquittal, he
habitants.' In area it covers 204,719 purchased a force pump, and has indus-

square miles. The State of Texa» has
274,356 square miles, so that to put
the whole German empire on its surface,
mile for mile, with its 45, 003,000 of
people, there would still be territory
enough left to make three countries
larger than Portugal,Switzerland and
Denmark combined. With the outlook
of this one State for the future homes of
Europe’s surplus millions, to say noth-

m-'dlrinelnthei
TWm. O. Die

bis fluttering
heart was cold,
For tho child was loyal and true ;
And the parent* JoVe the love that la old,
And tho children tho love that is new.

Colkvillb, Pa., Doc. 16, 1881.
The only cough remedy used in my family is
Piso’s Cure for Consumption.Several times in
my own experience a bad cough has been cured
by one dose before going to bed at night
M. A. Ath KELT.

the plans proposed to the Brit44 Hough on Rat*.”
ish Balloon Society is that of a balloon
The thing desired found at last Ask drugto be kept under control by means of gists for Rough on Rats. It clears out rats,
compressedgas. The gas would bo mice, roaches, dies, bedbugs. 16c. boxes.

withdrawing gas— which might be effected by simply turning a crank. The
balloon would of course fall when reduced in size and rise as it became expanded, so that ballast and waste of gas
would be rendered unnecessary.Improvement in another direction is still
out of the way tnat an old lady of eighty- sought by aeronauts who are striving to
three should bring all her belongings travel considerabledistances iu predefrom Cheltenhamto Brighton, without termined courses. Little success has atinforming her relations of the move. As tended these efforts.
I touched the ground I made one step
“Ish this ’er postofflce?”^ inquired
forward to greet her, wheu to my horror
Cauliflower, slightly disfigured after
the whole thing vanished.
When I recovered myself I went nineteen rounds pf sour mash. “No,
straight home, and told the whole cir- this is a butcher shop,” replied the sarcumstances of the case. Of course every castic mailing clerk, licking a faded oneone laughed at me, and told me that it cent stamp. /‘Sho! ish that so? Well,
was fortunate that there were witnesses give me a tender line for .my muzzer.”—
who could speak to my perfect sobriety Quincy Modem Argo.
I was very much put out, and hardly
slept all night. Erly next morning we
received a telegram that my poor old
grandmother had been found dead in

...

•

'Twas not that he loved not u heretofore,
For the bey was tender and kind ;
But his was a world that wu a'l before
And our* wu a wood behind.

Among

mother as the occupant, whom I had
left perfectly well at Cheltenham a few
days before; also her coachman and
footman on the box. I at once vaulted
over the rails oppositethe carriage. At
the same moment it struck me as most

“

hie Innocent face to eee
The Higu of a sorrowful heart;
But he only ehould-red hla bat with glee
And wondered when they would start

Ham DaUcma,

S3

We looked In

Kemptown.

It being a most charming moonlight night, J told my friends

CTRIGTLT PURE.
By Ks faithful we
when other

Five Figure Checks.

Did you ever notice that a woman
A West End husband and wife agreed might be as homely as a home-made
to sit down and have a quiet chat Each saw-buck, and a man he ns ungainly as
agreed that people were blind to their if ho had been cut out of a knotty log
own faults, so they made an agreement with a cross-cutsaw, and yet if they
that each would be perfectly frank and were enabled to sign five-figure checks,
in a friendly way tell the other his or the society reporter would speak of the
her faults,ao that they could help each one as the “charming Mrs. Millionaire,”
other to correct those faults, and ap- and of the other as the “ genial decant

i Good Family temety.
Harnaleaa tm tho

[Boston Post]

proach perfection. It was their duty to Mr. Shoddy.”
help each other to attain that state. So
Ou Thirty Days* Trial.
they began, and in less than ten minutes
Tho Yoltaio Bolt Co., Marshall.Mioh., will
the" neighbors began to take an interest send their Electro-Yoltaio Belts ana other ElecA Singular Ghost Story.
in the transaction, and stood around and tric Applianceson trial for thirty daya to any
Previous to Nov. 7, 18S9, I always
cheered to see the husband come flying per ion afflicted with Nervous Debility,Loat
laughed at the bare idea of ghosts. I
down the front steps, hatless, with his Vitality and kindred troubles,guaranteeing
was staying in Brighton on the day coattorn,his hair dishevelled,and lie comiplete restoration of vigor and manhood.
A adreu at above without delay.
mentioned, with some friends who were
making desperateeffortsto keep out of
N. B.— No riak is incurred,as thirty days’
about to proceed abroad. Two ladies,
the way of a pairof tongs in his wife’s trial ia allowed.
my cousin and myself, went out to dine
hands. It always works just that way.
Oue Done Sufficient.
at

We handed him Into the railway train
With a troop of Ids young com peers,
And we made ks though It were dust and rain
Were fflilug unr eyee yrlth tears.

THE B1LIOUM,

strengtheningtonic, by tbe sale of which they
The name of the gentleman heading this dyspeptic or constipatedshould address, with make greater profit, neverthelessit is a fact
article needs no introductory remarks from
two stamps and history of case, for pamphlet, that intelligent persons will not be thus perthe writer. Everybody knows who “Cool" World’s Dispkxbarx Medical Association, suaded, but will insist on the druggists pro
Burgess is, and what he is; everybody who is Buffalo, NJL
curing Dr. Guysott’sYellow Dock and Sarsaparilla, as it far excels all medicines as a
anybody has seen and laughed at his groPractical Husband Hunting.
blood purifier,strengtheningtonic, liver and
tesque performances, and enjoyed them in
bowel regulator and kidney cure. A trial will
It is related of a Connecticut woman,
such a manner as to never forget them.
whose hnsband died a short time ago, move its ment as a general health renewer.
“Cool's n laugh is contagious and hilarious,
Its principal ingredients are Yellow Dock, Sarand, like the cut of his unmentionables, is that instead of lounging and languishsaparilla,Juniper, Iron, Bucbu, Celery and Oalunlike anything of the kind on or off the ing about until some one asked her to isaya bark, and it acts on tbe blood, liver,
boards. His oratorical powers are certainly marry again, she plainly announced that bowels, kidneys and nervous system at one and
nuetjualed,and, as he says himself without she wanted a new husband, and sho tbe same time, rebuildinga broken-down conegotism, he “don’t believe that my Lord Ros- named the price that she was ready to •titution as if by magic. Try one bottle.
coe, with all his boasted powers as an orapay for a satisfactory article.Oi course
Thunde*.—Churning.
tor, could deliver my stump speech as I
there were plenty of applicants,and at
do. " We coincide in the opinion ourselves.
The thunder which accompanies the
Mr. Burgess tells a heap of truth under least one of them met the widow's lightning, writes one authority, as well
the guise of burlesque in his roaring and views, for there was a wedding that very as the snap attendingthe electric spark,
amusing stump speech. His hit at the navy day.
has not yet been satisfactorilyaccounted
There is nothing romantic about this
is a pretty good thing ; when he straightens
for. Both, no doubt, arise from a comhimself up and seriously says that “we sort of match-making,but, on the other
motion of the air brought about by the
have as much ^ater as ever," and then “but hand, there is no nonsense about it. Inpassage of electricity,hut, it is difficult,
where, oh! where are our ships?" the laugh stead of listening to a story so tender
that follows is a pretty good indication the and ardent that she oonld not have the to understand how it takes place. Even
point is well taken. Nor is it with water heart to question the suitor’s fitnessfor if this difficultywere cleared, there still
remains the long rolling of the thunder,
alone that Mr. Burgess deals in his oratory;
the place to which he aspired, the widow
and its strange rising and falling to acthat gentlemantells some remarkable truths
adopted a method that enabled her to
about oil — one Oil in particular, and that is
count for ; the echoes sent between the
talk sense before marriage, and learn
St. Jacobs Oil, the Great German Remedy
clouds and the earth, or between objects
for rheumatism. We doubt if he receives what promise there would be of a senti- on the earth’s surface, may explain this
ment afterward. She did not consume
a more hearty laugh at any time during his
to some extent, but not fully.
a numlier of the best years of her life in
performance, and he receivesmany such
The principle involved iu churning is
than when he tells every one to use St. Ja- wishing that one or another man would
the thorough agitation of the contents of
cobs Oil, the Great German Remedy. Mr. propose, but she ascertained, like a senBurgess very earnestly recommends it as sible woman, who was really in the mar- the churn so as to cause the rupture of
the great panacea, and to show his esteem ket, and made her choice from those the minute fat globules present in the
of the Oil produces a bottle from the capa- that were available.Sentimentalists milk, and the incorporation or kneading
of these ruptured fat globules into larger
cious pocket of his ulster to show that he
may sneeringlysay that the man married
knows what he is bilking about.
or smaller masses of butter. It is held
for money, but will they mention any
This part of Mr. Burgess’ performance
by some authorities that the temperature
other man who failed to do likewise
struck the writer as very laughable, and he
of the milk in summer should not exceed
called on Mr. Burgess to know how he when he had a chance ? The widow and 62 degrees ; and in very hot weather may
came to introduce the Oil in his speech. In her new husband began life with a dis- be under 60; while during cold weather,
reply to his interrogatories Mr. Burgess said: tinct understanding and without having
the milk should be about 2 degrees highhad any loverfi’quarrels ; let sentimental
“ I look upon the stage, my dear sir, as a
er when churning.
means of educating the people, and human couples show a better beginning if they
nature is such that truth told in the guise of can. — New York Herald.
Mr. George M. Whitino, Middletown, Ohio,
humor will be remembered longer than the
writes : “I was an m valid many years, sufferA
Well-Known
Wit'*
Indorsement.
plain unvarnished article. Every word I say
ing from general debility,nervous prostration,
Chicago, III, May 30, 1881.
regarding the wonderful merits of St. Jacobs
blood impurities, dyspepsia, painful urination,
Oil I

We bought him a box for hi* hooka and things.
And a cricketbag for bla bat ;
And be looked tbe brighteatand beat of klngr,
Under hla new straw hat.

—

—
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THE 8CHOOL-BOY.

which at present are

I

KARTER MKDICINB

00*. t19

M.

MAUI

VMeMmjau.

ATTENTION

This space i* jcscircdfortkc Woman
ice Union.
Christian 'temperance

W. <&.

Farmers and

Pinion.

Beiulc of Frohihltion.
nil her

taxes more than oue-hall by enacting and
enforcing prohibition.

We

the poor-master’sbill was

will

buy

•’

all

are remarkable for the well-beingof the

!

!

Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Slave Bolts, 83 Inches long.

Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
town. In the same year, under the license Black Ash Heading Bolls 88 inches long.
system, the poor-master’s bill for the town Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
of Perriogton,Monroe County, N. Y., Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contractsor further invery nearly the same size, was $1,500.
formatiouapply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.
In the province of Canterbury, England,
JA8. HONING, Bupt.

there are upwards of one thousand
parishes where there is neither publichouse nor beershop, and these districts

FALL AND WINTER GOODS

White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.

year. It is a temperance Elm

about |8 for the

r

the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:

Wyoming County, Oak

In the town of Eagle.

-

Woodsmen.

The State of Maine has reduced

New York,

JTTST H.EOEIVEX3

_

MAN

fcHO IS lit ACQUAINTID WITH TNI OIOOAAPHY Of THIS OOUNTHY WILL MS SY UAMMlNS THIS MAP THAT THt

Some of those goods will be sold

&

Ladies’

boots

and crime is almost unknown.

& Buttoned Shoes

Gents’ Buckled

WINTER

Boys’ and Young Men’s

people. Secret drinkingis not practiced,

at Cost, such as

SUITS

CLOTHING

of

jusrn shoes, etc., etc.

There are 01^ square miles in Tyrone
County, Ireland, which have been cleared
public-houses.In

of ail
is

this district there

NOW

immunity from crime, no secret drink-

ing,

and

the policeman’s office is a siuecure.

Why should not these happy

A few thousand feet of lumber,

sooner or later be experiencedeverywhere
by means of prohibition?

Wendell

Phillips, in

Shingles, Lime
a

THE TIME FOR BARGAINS.

IS

results

letter to the

National Prohibitionist,says: “There

etc., at

ALL KINDS OF FRUIT BASKETS CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

cer-

-ah:-

Maine that there was before the
law was enacted, aud probably not onetwentieth as much. It would be safe to
say not oue man in five hundred in Maine
ing in

is

-Lath,

reasonable prices.

tainly is not one tenth part of the drink-

can get at liquor. If this

as fencing, etc., can also be had; also

such

E. J.

HARRINGTON,

HOLLAnsrio, uvexch.

not success, let

any man show a greater success In the
execution of any law in Christendom.”

CHICAGO, ROCK

druggist on Washington street reports the

month; 80

bottles

the second month, and 140 bottles the
third mouth; and not one complaint or

by the shortest route,and carrying passengers,
without change of cars, betweenChicago and Kansas City, Council BluiTi. Leavenworth,Atchison,
Minneapolisand 8t. Paul. It connects in Union
Depots with all ttic principallines of road between
the Atlantia and the Pacific Oceans. Its equipment is unrivaled aud munificent, being composed
of Most Comfortable and Beautiful Day Coaches,
Magnificent Horton Bccliniug Chair Cars. Pullman’s PrettiestPalace Sleeping Cars, and the Best
Line of Dining Cars in the World. Three Trains
between Chicago and Missouri River Points. Two
Trains between Chicago and Minneapolisand St.
Paul, via the Famous

failureto give entire satisfactionas being
the very beat health- and life giving medicine in all the world.

Last Act of the Tragedy.
Gulteau is to be hanged. Such is the

Court. His

sentence of the

trial was one

of the most remarkable in criminal juris-

prudence.Dr. Ridpath, whose “Lite and
Work of Garfield” is the standard biography of the murdered President, ha«
added

great production a graphic

to this

and comprehensive record of the

v

“ALBERT LEA ROUTE.”

Tie Great Etropeat

Trains.
Tickets for sale at all principal Ticket Offices in
the United States and Canada.
Baggage cheekedthrough and rates of fare always as low as competitors that offer less advantages.

For detailedinformation,got the Maps and Folders of the

GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,

early

^

CO.

254 Woodward Ave., Detroit,
CUB. BERDAN. HARRY R. WILLUMP.

Sold in Holland by D. II.

Send for nor Catalogue. The following bond*
uae our InMrnments:— Owoeso, Lapeer. Oliaville,
Ml. Morria.' Cheater. Groveland. Cspac. Frankford.
St. Louia, Carlton. Memphla,New Haven, Richmond. Graid Trunk Junction. Springwella, TunBuffalo. N.Y. cola. Mayville. Big Rapids. Chaao. Reed City.
Golden
Theatre Co.. J. M. Rodi, Leader; Deniaon,
51-ly.
Texas; Whitney Family, Imlay City, Washington,
Fiat Rock, etc., etc.
29-2tiw

’

Meenos.

REWARD.

$25.00

ARMY

trial of

NAVY

&

by J. C. Chilton & Co., of Detroit, Mich.
Trial of Guiteau,” is also

issued in a separate volume, well-bound,
and sold at a very moderate price.

GEMS' URMShUKG CCCLS,
Notions, Hosiery, Woolen Yarns*
Ftc., Etc., which we offer for sale at very low
prices Our motto is: -Quick Sales and Pma

L C U(R
Is

A

also kept constantly on hand.

We will pay the above reward for any case of
Rheumatism or Neuralgia we cannot cure. It will
relieveany case of Diphtheria or Croup instantly.
Will cure Thrush and Scratches on horses, and
will renaive all pains, soreness or lameness from
Ring bone. Spavin, Splint or Curb, and remove

Call

any unnaturalgrowth of bone or muscles from
man or beast. See circulars. Price oue dollar per

store ns lierelolore.

Mr.

H. Workman

by

readers that
stamp

to Foster,

51 Wabash Avenue, Chicatro.

enclosing a threc-ceut
Milburn

& Co,

N. Y., they can secure, free, a

H.

Walsh, Agent.

PRINCIPAL*

Swell.

cured

a badly swelled neck and

throat

on my son in

a very sore toe;

also

sore

forty-eight hours;

removed the

my

pain

wife’s foot was

much inflamed— so much

so that she

could not walk about the house; she applied the Oil,

and in twenty-fourhours

was entirelycured.’’

fbr all diseases
requiring a complete tonic; especially Indigestion,Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite,
Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy,
etc. Enriches the blood, strength-

roan refrain from chopping the

leaves of the Burdock with his cane as he
passes; U

Is

digestive organs,
removing all dyspeptic symptoms,
such os tasting the food, Belching,
Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn,

BROWN CHEMICAL

are so

ill its valuable properties

skillfully

combined. It

Md.

Sm that oil Irsn Bitter, are made by Baowa Chbmksi
Co. and bar, ersssad red line,and trad* mark an wrappsa

BEWARE
81—

OF IMITATIONS.

w

all diseases arising from impurities of

Parkers
Batiste U,

Hair

wmi OstUiM* a*

Balsam

a perfect

Hair Rsstorrtaad

the blood.
talhtyvOkfat attar. Mci*.a*d|ldaaiatalldnaaitb.

Living Witnesses.

its

sterling merit

will find such

and worth.

in almost every

corfi-

funnily.

AnnoyanceAvoided.

.

PARKER’S GINGER TONIC

noyance by promptly restoring the yontb-

OIsfBr. Bachs, Naadrakc, Mllllaflsand
many of thabeit medicinesknown are here com-

ful color.

lined into g medicineof such varied and effective
powers,as to make the Greatest Blood Purifier&the
Btst Httlth aa4 StresgthRttlortr Cvtr Old.
Tt cures Dyspepda, Rheumatism, Fieeplessness,
ah diseases of the Stomach, Bowels Lungs, Liver,
Kidneys, and all Female Com nlaints. ,
If you are wasting away witn Consumption5r
any disease, use the Tonic to-day. It will surely

special Uotittji.
Important to Travelers
Special inducements arc offcied

hrfpyou. Remember! it is far

you by

the BurlingtonRoute. It will pnv you to
read their advertisementto he found <1hc

where

in this

U«ue.

1

Ague Cure
I§ a purely vegetablebitter ami powerful tonic, and is warranted a speeoy and
certain cure for Fever and Ague, Chilli

and

all claw*

of

t

are

severer symptoms, which terminate in the
ague paroxysm, succeeded by high fever
and profuse
*
It is

a. startlingfart,

that quinine, arsenic and other poisonous minerals, form the

BAB DM AN

Route haa no auperlor for Albert

52

-ly.

and

A

ravel.

KANSAS CITY

ver, Remittent Fever, Dumb Ague,
Periodical or Bilious Fever, and all
malarial disorders. In miasmatic districts, the rapid pulse, coated tongue, thirst,
lassitude, loss of appetite,pain in the back
and loins, and coldness of the spine and
extremities,
only premonitions of

Ida

BEOS..

DOWLING & PECK.

Fever, Intermittent or Chill Fe-

All

connectIona made
In

Union
Try

and yon

Add

CelebratedLine
lale at

all

ofllcea

I

n.^\50ai

Canada.

WILCOX

<f

WHITE,

And many other H akcr*; a ho fliat-clave Pipe
Organ* can be mu in ihla vicinity.
W herea* I purchasefor cash, I am enabled to
*1-11 ju*l a* chcaii.It not cheaper, than the best
honsei in the United State*.

traveling a

CALL AT THE

luxury, Inatead

a”

the U. 8. and

It,

will

Western Cottage Organ,

of a

Information^'

dli-

coinfort-

of%^%*^

about llau-s
Fare. Sleeping Cara.^Tw
etc ch'* erfu.lv given by

Store

No

52 Eighth st,

Hollrnd, KicLigan.

Fever and Ague
or at No. 13 South Division Street,
Preparations,” " Specifies,”“Syrups," and
T. J
PERCEVAL LOWELL,
“Tonics,” in the market. The prepara- 14 Via Pru't <t Gen'l Manager, Gen. Pau. Agt«
Near Cor. of .Monroe Stree',
tions made from these mineral poisons,
Chicago,
Chicago, 111,
sithough they are palatable, and may
GRAND
MICHIGAN.
break the chill, do not cure, hut leave the
malarial and their own drug poison in
G. RANKAKS.
the system, producing uuinism, dizziness,
Hor.LAND.Mir'n. .Oct 27.1881. [88-Cm.
ringing in the ears, headache, vertigo, and
WF will pnv the above reward fnranv caaeof
other disorders more formidable than the
disease they were intended to cure. Liver Complaint.Dyapf palsr Nick Headache,ladh
Ayek’s Ann? Curb thoroughly eradicates -xentinn.Conatipntlonor Co»tlvcneM we catino'
•lire w th Went’H Vegetable Liver PI Ha. when the
these noxious poisons from the system, dlrectldna are -trlcrly compiled with. They an
and always ctires the severest cases. It purely Vegulahle. and never fall to give natwar
contains no quinine, mineral, or any thing rlon. Sugar Coated. Large boxen, containing 8(
that could injure the most delicate pa- Pille, 23 cent*. For nab* by all Brugglrfn.Be
tient; and its crowning excellence,above ,vare of connterieltn and Imitation*.The gecnini
its certainty to cure, is that it leaves the maniifacmred onlv hv JOHN C. WKST «t CO,
The PHI Maker*'."181 A 183 W. Madison St.,
system as free from disease as before the Chicago
Free trial package *e«t by mall me
iiasis

of most of the

“

POTTER.

111.

attack.

Gray hairs sre honorable hut there
premature appearance is annoying.
Parker’s Hair Balsam prevents the an-

flic

•

$500 BEWABD.

Get

Ginger Tonic are the best evidences in

You

33-tim.

World

Knalie & Co., aim

RAPIDS,

The hundreds of hearty, and healthy
looking men, women aud children,that
have been rescued from beds of pain,
•ickncss and well nigh death by Parker’s
the world of

DECKER

perspiration.

cures

dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation,gout,

and

CO.

Baltimore,

preparations so popular, as Bnrdock Blood

which

The only Iron Preparation

that will not blacken the teeth or
give headache. Sold by all Druggists at $1.00 a bottle.

“only a weed,” and yet few

plants or weeds are so valuable,and few

Bitters, in

1881.

Celebrated CHiCKERiNG

ens the muscles, and gives new
Hfb to the nerves. Acts like a

charm on the

Wm.

of

a certain care

etc.
Bow Seldom

Csn a

22.

iano in the

BROWN’S IRON BITTERS are

Jacob H. Bloomer, of Vlrgille,N. Y.,

application also

Ihe

THE FINEST MANUFACTURED

BITTERS

set of their

writes: “Your Thomas’ Eclectric Oil

from

Holland, Sop!

Holland, Midi.

an ornumeut to any household.

one

remain in

Buffalo,

fine lithograph picture catds, which are

A Heavy

will

M. HUIZENGA,
B WYNHOFF.

ARMY A NAVY LINIMENT CO..

take pleasure in informing our

butter and eggs,

for

and see our New Goods.

bottle.

Wk

jV@ FEEQ,

The highestpricer Is paid
and other Country Produce.

For Man and Beast.

with the infamy of his murderer. Pub-

have added a complete stock of

DRY GOODS,

F

LINIMENT.

Garfield’s life are strangely contrasted

We

Profits."
Our lock of CROCKERY I* large and complete,
and our stock of GROCERIESis coustautlv being
replenished, kept fresh and full.

CHICAGO

pages in which the grandeur and glory o!

The “Life and

DETROIT MUSIC

i’umphelts sent free to all. Write for them and
get full particulars.
Price, Specific.SI pc package,or six packages
for $3. Address all orders to
J. B. SIMPbON MEDICINE CO.,

*

M. Huizenga & Go
EIGHTH STREET.

Insanity and

0A8LE,r.

A

SUCCESSOR TO

Consampt’n

an

WYNHOFF

B.

Simpsop’s

It Ih a positive curt* for Snerniatorrlirea,
Seminal
Weakness, I inpotency, ami all diseases resultlne
from Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss ol Memory. I'ains In
AFTEll.
BEFORE.
Back or Side
and diseases
that lead to

your nearest Ticket Office, or address
R. R.
E. 8T. JJHN,
ViM-Prcs. k 0«q I H e
Oeoi Tku k Pas*.Agt.

At

B.

Specific Mefilciie.

splendid volume of 800

a

Remeiiy-Dr.J.

A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, has recently b.-en opened between Richmond, ' grave. The
Norfolk,Newport News. Chattanooga, Atlanta,AuSpeclflcMedi
gusta. Nashville,Louisville,
Lcxlngion, Cincinnati, cine is being
Indianapolisand Lafayette,and Omaha, Minneapused with ___ _
olis and St. Paul and intermediate points.
All Through Passengers Travel on Fast Express wonderfulsuccess-

the assassin, fully illustrated,and these
two hooks lorra

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

West

There is a constantly increasing
demand for Brown’s Iron Bitters. A
sale of 28 bottles the first

TO

ISLAND&PACIFICR'Y

Calls the attentionof travelersto the central position of ita line, connecting the East and the

True Merit Always Wins.

superior

to

condition.

We

warrant it when taken according to

directions.

Prepared by

Dr. J. C. Ayer k Co.,

Practicaland Analytical Chemists,
Lowell, Mast.

Bitters,

Essencesof Ginger and other Tonics,as it builds
up the system without intoaicating.50c. and$i
sixes,at all dealer* in dmgs. None genuinewithout
signature of Ht‘COX& Co., N Y. Send lor circular
LARGE BAYING IN BUYING THE DOLLAR BIZI.

i«ld on receipt of a 8 cent

For Liver Complaints,Atek’s Ague
Cuke, by direct aiiion on the liver and
biliary apparatus, drives out the poisons
which produce these complaints, and stimulates the system to a vigorous,healthy

SOLD Dt ALL DKl'OGISTS XVKRTWUER1.

|

W*lrh. «. Bl*m wind**,
.'.a.'Wlill* mrl.t H.nttiirC**
|i. InilUtUiu goldf*. aoli'IXol.llU.C<iMI-Yl.iiiJbr«

—

foryiiurown
ii«'or*|>.riU*ll\B ”*
l»to*u,r.-w *•»»"

atamp.
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PATENTS

we continue to act aa Solicitorsfor Patents.Caveat'
Trade Marks, Copyrights, etc., for the United State*
Canada, Cuba, England, France, Germany, etc. We
hare bad thirty-five yean? experience.
PatenUobtaloedthrough us are noticed in the fin
ENTinc AMERICAN.This large and splendid Illustrated weeklypaper. $8.90 a year, shows the Progress
of Science,U very interesting,and has an enormous
circulation. Address MUNN k CO., Patent Solicitor*, Pub’s, of Scnomno AMERICAN. 37 Porlt ILw,
New York. Hand book about Patents free.

MOHTHl A0WT3WAWIW

WEBB'S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE.
It 1* n pntdilve m d efircinalrem« dy lor all Kmon* Diseases In every aiugi- of lie— young or old.
male or female. Such ai* Impotci cy. PmMrntlrn.
loss of PtnMigib. Iom of Vitality, J efect ve Ihm.
ory, Impaired Brain Power, anti diseases from
which sn unnstnralwaste ol lift* spring*, all of
which cannot fail to undi mine the whole system,
diverv organ Is weakened, every power prostrated,
and many forma of disease are generatedehlch,
if not checked, pave the » ey to an earn death. It
rejuvenates age and reinvlgorste* yon*h.
Asch package contain*sufficientfor two weeks
treatment. Wrltu f* r pi-mphlet, which will be
sent free, w ith inll t artlcelars.
Sold by at Druggist* at 30 cent* a package,or
twclv • packagesfor 15.00. Will be sent free by
mail on receipt of mot ' y. hv adon sslng

•

WRRIvJ* Erl.Kt BIC MtDICINBCO..
Bnffalo. N.Y.

$356

ti*»i H*UI»f Art

’1

Guaranteed.

Mm la ihtWorldiaitm- A *’nre
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J 4T BRONSON,
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